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November 20, 1997

Agriculture, Aquaculture/ffisheries, Cities, Forests, Mining

woRKSHOP REPORTS:

The following reporting format for each of the 5 workshops is intended to:

" provide a basis of consistency across the 5 sustainability workshops

" allow for easier analysis of and among the 5 workshop reports

" assist with identification and integration of policy options and themes

" link the workshop themes to the officiai APEC process

" identify implemnentation strategies, critical and emerging issues and alternatives and

follow-up actions between the '97 Canadian and '98 Malaysian APEC meetings.

Although additional information and categories to the format are welcome, workshop

recorders are asked to follow the outliine below. This will resuit in an easier task for the

five workshop recorders, the reader group for each of the workshop reports and the SIF

coordinator in the compilation of the over-ali SIF final report.

INTRODUCTION:
1 . Background to the workshop issue îe. mining

Narrower topies within the workshop issues

BODY 0F TUE REPORT:
2. Discussions and sumrmaries of the workshop
3. Link the workshop to the official APEC process

OUTCOMES 0F THE WORKSHOP:
4. Emerging alternatives
5. Policy options/recommendations (include consensus and dissent, and

analysis) A summary.
6. What are the messages for APEC leaders
7. Follow-up to the workshop

Critical issues for collaboration
Strategies of working together
Actions/working together for the Malaysia APEC meetings

PARTICIPANTS:
List the naine and sector (youth, academic, development NGO, indigenous,
environmental NGO, labour, etc.) in alphabetical order.

Dawn McLean, S1F Forum Coordinator
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SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES FORUM

Forum Summary

The Sustainability Issues Forum (SIF) was held November 20, 1997, in Vancouver,
British Columbia, as part of the Peoples' Summit on APEC (Asia Pacific Economie
Cooperation). Approximately 275 people attended the SIF and its five simultaneous
workshops on agriculture, aquaculture/fishenies, cities, forests and mining issues. The
Forum was the culmination of eight months preparation.

Participants came from various sectors and communities around the world - Asia, the
Pacific, Europe, Latin America and North America representing local activists, fishers,
farmers, academics, labour, religious, environental and development NOOs and the
communîty of Vancouver.

The SIF was co-hosted by the BC Council for International Cooperation, the Canadian
Council for International Cooperation (Asia-Pacific Working Group) and the
International Institute for Sustainable Development. Funded separately from the Peoples'
Summit, the SIF secured diversified funding from 12 sources.

Several integrated themes emerged from the 5 workshops that indicate there are profound
similarities of the impact of APEC on communities in the South and the North. Some
examples of these common tbreads are:

" The loss of sovereignty by local communities and peoples over resources and
the environment, and the threats to livelihoods of millions of people,
especially small scale producers.

" Globalization threatens local govemnments and democracies and therefore
there is a need to build local economies and democraci es.

Several general ideas emerged in these themes which included:

" a need to assert local culture and knowledge to fight globalization;
* people need to increas their knowledge and understanding of the impacts of

globalization and the knowledge of the current changing global framework of which
APEC is one mechanism;,

" create strong links internationally to work together to promote a sustainable future;
* pursue the over-arching value ofjustice which puts people first in a people-centred

development process which meets basic needs such as water, education, health, clean
air, and secunity.
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Common actions emerged from the five workshops which included:

" organizing to re-gain community control of resources and livelihoods to meet the
need for re-democratization;

" building capacity to increase knowledge to confront globalization processes;
" increase the capacity for policy development to challenge macro-economic policies;
" work on concrete alternatives in home countries north and south to support policy

advocacy;
" increase the sharing of information and build international communications networks

by using technology, such as e-mail and the Internet. Examples identified were the
development of a rapid response capacity on mining and an international agrarian
reform campaign;

* increase coalition-building and networking multi-sectorally, both North/South and
South/South, to broaden debates and caxnpaigns. There is a need to build strategic
alliances and common strategies on actions such as a food security convention.

In conclusion, participants at the SIF agreed there was a need to begin working together
now towards the next Peoples' Summit on APEC to be held in Malaysia in 1998.
Participants would work for greater understanding and knowledge of APEC and it's role
in globalization, share strategies and information multi-sectorally and internationally, and
transfer ail documents, including evaluations and workshops proceedings to the Peoples'
Summit organizers in Malaysia for the 1998 meetings.

Proceedings from the five workshops, including recommendations are also available on
the interne at http://www.bccic.be.ca/bccîcweb

1bwcid a S iable

Submitted by:
Dawn McLean
Sustainability Issues Forum Coordinator
dawnmclean@pinc.com

February 1998

Lopeti Senituli
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Agriculture Workshop

Leaders:

Marion Villanueva, Philippine Development Assistance Program

Annete Desmarais, OGAP-OXFAM Global Agriculture

Nettie Weibe, National Farmner's Union

Jean Christie, Rural Advancement Foundation International

Jess Augustan, Canadian Catholic Organization for Development and Peace

Recorder: Alison Felker

"Agriculture lias always been sustainable, but technology has made it
unsustainable. What used to be mainstream agriculture is now called alternative
agriculture."

Farida Akuter, Bangladesh
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AGRICULTURE WORKSHO0P

1. Background

The Agriculture Stream started with an opening on "the Myths and Realities of Globalization
on Agriculture and Food Security". The participants then moved into three groups to discuss
four questions. Issues discussed in the agricultural streamr included: impact on local
communities, control of food processing and production, concentration of political power in
the hands of multinational food producers, loss of cultural diversity through monocultures, the
need for agriculture that is sustainable, lack of govemrment support for small fanners, impact
of technology and chemical fertilizers on fanning, loss of land, the need for agrarian. reform in
many developing countries, and the need for increased awareness and education in northemn
and southera counries to offset the impact of globalization in agriculture.

Opening Plenary The Myths and Realities of Globalization on Agriculture and Food Security

The plenary speakers were:
Fred Tait, National Farmers Union (NFU - Canada)
Oscar Castillo, PAKISAMA (National Movement of Farmer's Organizations - Philippines)
Farida Akuter, IJBINIG (Bangladesh)

a. Summary of Fred Taif s plenary address:
The globalization discussion began in Canada in 1988 with the Free Trade Agreement, This
was a formnal extension of a process that began in WWII. The difference is that people were
previously able to reject the process via the election process. Now, clauses of trade
agreements limit people's abilities to direct resources of their communities or nations. Other
impacts of free trade and globalization include:

Governiments are withdrawing from managing production toward "market
management", therefore dismantling national institutions. The Canadian Wheat Board
is being dismantled against the wishes of farmers. Agricultural research is driven by
corporate profits, not public interest. GMOs (genetically modifled organisms) are
multiplying and spreading. The food processing industry is being consolidated in the
hands of multinationals. There has been a reduction of competition in the domestic
market, a reduction in the number of farmers, and increased average farm size and
dependency on chemicals. Farm income is decreasing. Communities are being
destroyed by the agricultural model being put into place.

Message to other countries:
Whatever you do, do not consider the Canadian model as one to follow.

b. Summary of Oscar Castillo's plenary address:
Myth: Trade liberalization will increase agricultural output to compete with foreign countries.

Reality: Globalization ini the Philippines has led to only modest agricultural growth (one
percent) rather than the promised large increase. The Philippines are unable to compete with
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subsidies from northemn countries. There is no increased employment, and the Philippines is
now subject to instability in world commodity markets. Peasants, particularly women and
children, are the most vuinerable.

A<fyth: Trade liberalization wýiIl increase employment
Reality: University of the Philippines economist reports there is no basis for this dlaim.
Switching to high yield crops means a decrease in employment for farmers. Instead, the*
development of small and medium processing industries is better.

Myth: Trade liberalization will lower food costs and increase food supply

Myth: Govemments should nlot be concernied about'food security as dietary requirements in
the Philippines are changing je. more consumption of meat products.

Myth: Govemnment will provide safety nets to cushion the effects of globalization

Reality. Filipinos spend 2/3 of their food expenditures on cereal products. There is an
increased dependency on chemicals, and elimination of traditional crops through monoculture.
Corporations begin to have an interest in the social and environinental agenda, and undermine
organic farmers. They have developed tools to secure their interests using our language to sel
their model. There bas been a shift of agricultural into an industrial capital frame, as well as a
polarization between peasants and commercial agriculture. Peasants are being forced onto
marginal lands, while protests are silenced tbrough lawsuits against caznpaigners, and
abrogation of nights to information. There is a predominance of export crops with no domestic
outiet.

Recomniendations:
" Governent must increase support of peasant farming to insure growth and

productivity
" Increase in market regulation must be accompanied by increased regulation in other

areas e.g. land distribution
" Farmers need to organize into self sufficient-production units
* Govemnments must reflect on and respond to the effect that trade liberalization has on

marginalized groups, small producers.

c. Summary of Farida Akuter's plenary address (speaking from a farmer's and woman's
perspective):

No longer are there farmers, there are agricultural industries instead. There are less wonlen
involved in the discussion about agriculture and globalization even though women are
ultimately affected the most. Itfs not taken up as part of the discussion on food security and
agriculture. Women are the first to be disempowered.

World leaders are not concerned about hunger and people. The World Food Summit will
reduce the number of hungry people, but not hunger at an international level. Individuals are
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responsible for their own hunger. The message to hungry people is "You should die".
Discussion focuses instead on the right to profit and of multinationals.

There has been a technological shift in food production. The number of farmers is falling
because their supports are being taken away. They can't afford to buy pesticides or to irrigate
their land, and sometimes they are forced to seli their land. They also must import food, or
depend on food aid. Production deficiency - they can't be seif-sufficient because of food
surplus from the US.

Globalization forces people to change food habits, which changes cultural patterns around
food consuinption. Food security is becoming an area of investment. Food is "insecure"
because people are identified but these people are also the producers.

Agriculture has always been sustainable, but tecbnology has made it unsustainable. What used
to be mainstream agriculture is now called alternative agriculture. Sustainable agriculture is a
political struggle. Non-pesticide users are fighting against pesticides and fertilizer companies.
Since the Green Revolution, they can't get bank bans unless they are using pesticides and
fertilizers for farming. We must look at the loss of food diversity.

Seed preservation is important. This used to be the work of women, but now seeds are
purchased in markets, and womnen are abandoned or deserted. However, women are taking the
lead. "Keep seeds in your bands, sister". We must fight against seed companies. Women know
the traditional aspect of sharing seeds, and of sharing, and this needs to, happen at an
international level as well.

Hl. Discussions and summa ries of the workshop

The workshop participants were divided into three groups
A. Sustainable Agriculture, Local Markets and Food Security,
B. Civil Society and the Corporate Agenda! WTO 2000 and
C. Agrarian Reformn, Peasant Organizing and Empowerment

and asked to address the following questions:

1 .What are the specîic impacts of globalization?
2. What are specific policies that need to be changed?
3. How are communities responding? What are the specific alternatives or strategies at

a local, national and international level?
4. What are the specific next steps? What are our shared strategies?

The following is a summary of the points that were raised in each group.
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A. SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE, LOCAL MARKETs AND FOOD SECURITY

1. What are the specific impacts of globalizatipn?
Lt limits people's abilities to plan and direct commumties and nations. Withdrawal of
governiment support for managing production leads to "~market" management. Reduction of
govemnment support for crop, research leads to priority placed. on increasing company profit
rather than the interests, of the community.

2. What are specific policies that need to be changed?
In Mexico, the more they are importing the more political power is being gained by the
foreign corporations in their country. In the United Kingdom, 70 percent of food is distributed
by only six corporations who can value-add and dictate prices, even the type of food fed by the
market. Corporations bave reasons to manufacture consent and create markets. Producers are
tansformed to consumers - mn the North and West

3. How are comununities responding at a local, national, or international level?
Model building at the conimunity level. Claim making land nîghts tenure. Sustainable and
integrated agricultural agrarian development. Recognize the power of local and municipal
governiments. Communities are becoming experts in themselves.
Community/regional boycotts of chemical farming.
International networkmng, useless at governiments and corporation level but valuable at the
people's level. Difficulty for indigenous peoples in Colombia, trying to set up a forum at the
UN. Rediscovery that indigenous agriculture is sustainable. PNG - "decolonize the mind" and
promote culture to resist globalization ("land is life"). Influence local govemmrrent as follow up
to food security in Rome '96.

Other strategies: fair trade, extricate self from international markets.
Using Filipino example, nee 'd more south-south support to access money from international
donors. Build southern network to exchange information and strategies.

4 . What are the specifie next steps?
Alternative trading arrangements such as buy high - selI low and linking small producers to
consumners. Market information systems. Use ail opportunities to influence and make
representations to govemmient bodies at local and international levels that have to do with food
securîty and agricultural development.

Intensify awareness/advocacy on indigenous ways of producing food- Sustain education
awareness camnpaigns, so that consumers in the north have the power to control demand for
certain produets. Need for consumer education in the north, such as successful campaigns to
ban use of chloroform in milk. Strengthen linkages and action among nations. Personal
change. Oxfam Ten Basic Rights campaign. Formation of community food security counicils
to link to national regulations and international action. Peoples' movements, must connect
internationally.
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Areas of Discussion/Disagreement (note: the only group that reported on points of
disagreement)
Agranian reform, food security re: Farida~s analysis in opening plenary.
Difference of analysis as one person challenged the assuinption that corporations assert
political control as countrnes become dependent on imports.

B. CwIIL SociETY AND TRE CoRPRATE AGENDA/WTO 2000
1. What are the specific impacts of globalization?
This group did not specifically discuss impacts, but reflected on those presented in the opening
plenary.

2. What are specific policies that need to be changed?
Corporate use of intellectual property rights (IPR) systems to enforce their ownership of seeds
and genetic resources. Corporations place empbasis on production rather than the process
used to produce food. Corporate hold on information, acting in secrecy, they deliberately
create dependency on companies for farmers and consumners. Land is reconverted to, for
example, plantations. Food is produced for export only. Foreign companies are allowed to
amass large land holdings. There is privatization of common property, with support from the
state, which silences protesters. Agriculture is being turnied mnto an industrial sector.
Propagation of land developmnent sector the focus of agricultural policy on trade. A distortion
of language; free trade versus fair trade. Unfair pricing policies, availability of credit. CODEX
ALIMENTARIUS is turning into standard used in WTO rule-setting without any public
discussion.

3. How are communities respondinglwhat are the specifie alternatives or strategies at a
local, national, and international level?
Intellectual property rights, direct action - for example, in Ireland with the sugar beets, in
India with KRRS and Cargill. Use CBD and WTO at the samne lime to challenge TRIPS.
Challenging patents on life formns through, for example, the WTO 'public/order morality'
clause - exempts whole classes of order from WTO junisdictîon: get a government to
approach the World Court regarding life form palenting for advisory option (like India).
(letting other govemrments to support India to do this. Communities must also document their
own biodiversity. Mexican grain producers blocked roads in Chiapas but the armny broke up
the demonstration. InternaI polilics in Mexico - Mexico agreed to fighl domeslic pnicing
policies.

4. What are specific next steps? What are our shared strategies?
Push for national sustainabilily plans that would be used and protecled in the international
negotiations. More govemrment understanding of issues and consistent implementation.
Education about CODEX ALIMENTARIUS: publication of its role, work, monitoring ils
decisions. Campaign for labeling GMOs (genetical' ly modified organisms). More work on
CODEX needed, using observer rights as public. Consumer movement push for labelmng.
Developing the idea of local food sovereignty, rather than security. The political righl 10 push
for genuine land reform. Hunger strikes, media coverage, a coalition of need/community
support. Support of FIAN/Via Campesina, an agrarian reform campaign. Campaigns against
golf courses, luxury hotels and lourist sites overtaking agricultural land. There is a need for a
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campaign on use of public land for commercial forestry (to strengthen ail protests that exist).
Community supported agriculture bridges the gap between rural and urban life. Work to build
space for food security in the WTO agreement. Public education on how production is linked
to consumers is needed: We need a food secur4t convention to have international
couniterweight to the WTO.

C.AGRARIA REFoRm, PEASANT ORGANIZING AND EmpowERmENT

1. Impact (none specific to this group)

2. What are the specific policies that need to, be changed?
Agricultural food policies miust include mechanisms to insure distribution of wealth and
resources to insure equality. Policies need to be geared for economically sustainable
development. Agrarian reform policies and laws must be based on the concept of self: this is

an imperative ini the development process of any country (agrarian. reform).

3. How are communities respondingl What are the specifie alternatives or strategies at a
local, national and international level?
Local organizing for political exercise at the village level. Gettmng support of the church sector

and other sectors in civil society. Strengthening presence and impact especially at the
provmncial level. Policy advocacy: land use code, land tenure improvement. Networking with

other peasant groups of different political perspectives. Local occupation - preventative
measures agamnst local occupation.

4. What are the specifie neit steps?
Peasant orgamizations must be involved ini any agrarian reformn process including planning,
implementation and monitoring, and be involved in agricultural and food policy development.
Producers role in producing food must be recognized. Support any reorganization initiatives

and local cooperation with local governiment units and other sectors. AllQw access to policy
mechanisms for food producers.

III. Lînk the worksbop to the officiai APIEC process
No formal link was made ini the small group discussions.

Outcomes of the Workshop:

IV. Emerging Alternatives:
Emerging alternatives were presented in questions #3 and 4 of the small group discussions.

V. Policy options/recom men dations - a sumnîary.

After the small group discussion, participants went into three new groups to discuss and

compare the content of discussions re: Sustainable Agriculture, Civil Society and the

Corporate Agenda, and Agrarian Reform. The participants then returned to their original

group to summarize their findings. A plenary was held and each of the three groups
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summarized and highlighted their discussions and presented policy options and
recommendations.

1. Sustainable Agriculture, Local Markets and Food Security

(a) Support alternative trade arrangements based on market information systems, of small
community groups. Upscale sustainable food production practices which bring control
of the economy back to natural resources.

(b) Use all opportunities to make presentations on food security, sustainable agriculture,
development.

(c) Intensify indigenous awareness and advocacy on indigenous way of producing food,
consumerism in the north can also be used to do this, personal change in lifestyles
particularly in the north.

(d) Strengthen linkages and action among nations, increase shaing of information,
maximize information technologies such as the Internet for information sharing and
joint advocacy at the grassroots level.

(e) Important to define "ecological agriculture". What are those objectives and what do we
agree on? Food security as a principle of global citizenship and give emphasis to this
imperative of the local community.

(f) There is a need to strengthen coalitions and community organizations at local, regional
and international levels.

2. Civil Society and the Corporate Agenda/WTO 2000

Issue: Control by corporations of L.P.R. or patent holder privilege
Response:

(a) direct action at local level
(b) necessity for work at international level, especially at Convention on Biodiversity as a

counterweight to the WTO
(c) Challenge the patent to life forms.
(d) Get a government to bring a case to the World Court to challenge the Life Patent, and

get other countries to support India or other countries who are doing this type of work.
(e) Recognize the importance of support for communities protecting biodiversity.

Issue: CODEX ALIMENTARIUS
Response: look at international institutions such as CODEX that need to have public education
campaigns. Discuss food sovereignty vs. food security.

Issue: Withdrawal of the state from any industrialization of agriculture.
Response: community supported agriculture producers, local producers in eg. Mexico
blocking roads to control pricing policies. Strengthening UN system vs. WTO to have a
platform.

Position: No patent on life forms.
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3. Agrarian Reform, Peasant Organizing and Empowerment

(a) Accepting agrarian reform as a development imperative
(b) Peasant organizations must be given maximum opportunities for participation at al

levels of govemrment.
(c) Use of ODA funds - need for continuous organizing; work. Support for strengtheming

capacities for peasants to effectively engage. Governments should explore alternatives
to managing ODA funds.

(d) Sustained effort and action 10, build solidarity among peasant organizations and other
sectors to create more pressure.

VI. What are the messages for APEC Leaders?
1. Food Sovereignty

*community's capacity to produce ils basic food need.
*conimunity sovereignty over natural resources (land, water, seed).
*asserfing local culturelkowledge

2. Agrarian Reform
" genuine reform t0 benefit food producers.
" peasant organizations./food, producers should*be involved ini the design and

implementation of agricultural food policies.

3. Community Mobilization and Action
*direct democratic; action against globalization.
*Strengthening ecological agricultural movementfhighlighting political context

*Rebuilding couniter institutions and organizations.

4, Opening up Political Space - NationalfRegionalllnternational
*consumer education
*bridging consumer/farmer's needs
*advocacy 10 influence policy.
*build international networks.
*a Code of Conduct on the Ri ght te Food.

5. Works Related to Intellectual Property Rights (WPR)
*no to patenting of life forms
*resisting bio.-piracy
*defending farmers' local knowledge and resour-ces at the community level.

*community registers of local bio-diversily.
*develop national sustainability plans.

Su"nability Issues ForumPage 10
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Aqu aculture/Ffishe ries Wo rkshop

Leaders:

Peter Gillespie, Inter Pares

Debby Coté, CUSO
Angela Rickmnan, Sierra Club of Canada (Ottawa)

Mae Burrows, T.Buck Suzuki Foundation (Vancouver)

Recorder: Christmna Peacock

"The Multilateral Agreement in Inves-tment (MAI) wli effective/y promote
vertical integration of the fishing industry, expand aquaculture and
disenfranchise coastal communilues throughout the Asia Pacific Region."

Workshop message to APEC leaders
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AQUACULTURFMFSHERIES WORKSHOP

INTRODUCTION:
This day-long workshop included panels and small group discussions which presented an

overview of the impact of aquaculture and fishing on the lives of traditional harvesters of the

sea. The workshop also discussed advocacy strategies and consumer education initiatives. The

activities of the day brought together Canadians fromi the fishery, environmient, labour and

academnic sectors and community activists, environentalists, and human rights workers from

Ecuador, the United States, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Thaîland and Indonesia. Together they

shared stories of the impact of current realities and strategies on the lives of commumty
members in the Asia Pacific region and discussed successes in voicing their perspectives and

effectively slowing down current governiment and corporate strategies. They clearly affirmed

the distinctions between the needs of local communities striving for sustainable development
and the interests of the corporate sector.

Sum maries of the Workshop:
The similanities between the fishinglaquaculture industries in the north and the south are

startlingly apparent. As corporations move towards vertical integration - control of all aspects

of the fish harvesting, production, processing, transporting, marketing and distribution - small

local producers and local communities are left with littie or no access to their common
resource base.

Forestry practices, be it in Canada or overseas, have a direct impact on the flshery industry. Be

it cedars and fir trees or mangrove forests, trees play a critical role in provîding and sustaining

fish habitat, protecting water sources, and preventing erosion. The destruction of forests in the

north and south are devastating wild fish stocks, and rendering coastlines unusable.

In Canada, the current salmon fishing industry demonstrates the conflicts between the agendas

of the corporate sector and small flshing fleets. Sustainability, from a corporate perspective, is

defined by profit. Profits are maximized when a company owns andior controls ail aspects of

the industry. From a community perspective, the environmrent is the foundation and limitation
of sustainability.

Current govemrment policies promote the corporate agenda. Area licensing and stacking (the

Mifflin Plan) have forced out individual fishers and small fishing fleets as licence costs have

become unmanageable. Further price controls of wild salmon catches frora industry ensures
that fleet owners who have acquired licences cannot remain viable.

Simultaneously, salmon farms are being promoted. .Consumers in North Ameica and

overseas, unaware of the distinction between wild and farmed salmon, are providing growing

and lucrative markets. Intensive fish farming requires processed flsh feed, the introduction of

antibiotics to prevent/limit disease, and titis type of aquaculture further pollutes surrounding

waters. Along with ecological degradation from forestry practices, aquaculture practices put



wild salmon stocks further at nisk through the spread of disease and diminishing ocean water
quality.

In the past years, the deterioration of the environiment, reduced fish stocks and most recently
area licensing as well as a low retumn on fish harvests have pushed fleet fishers to seli boats
and lose employment. Entire coastal communities are affected as people lose their ivelihood.
and communities loose control of their resources.

There bas been a growing resistance to govemment policies and the corporate agenda on the
West Coast. Fishers have protested policies and fishery issues by forming a blockade in Prince
Rupert and contaiming an Alaskan ferry boat for days. Fishers have protested in Victoria and
Vancouver, and they have occupied the offices of govemrment ministers.

Similar realities are affecting whole coastlines and hundreds of conimunities ini Mia and the
Pacifie. Aquaculture in the formn of shrimap farming is actively promoted by corporations and

govemnment as a quick return on mnvestment to small local farmers. Harvested prawns and
shrimps from Ecuador, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia are exported to a huge
and apparently insatiable market in the north. Where prawns have, until recently been
considered a Iuxury in North American diets, the current production of shrimps through
aquaculture have ensured a steady supply, and a shift in diets. Shrimp and prawns are no
longer a scarce commodity for North Anierican palates. Traditional fishing methods in
exporting nations have been replaced with the harvesting of shrimp eggs for aquaculture.

The promotion of the "Blue Revolution" by corporations and govemrments has seen
remarkable changes ini a twenty-yea period. Rice farmers and local fishers, encouraged to

increase their profits, have cleared their coastal lands of mangrove forests, converted the forest

area and ri ce paddies to large ponds where shrimp eggs are hatcbed and nurtured. The shrimp
require costly processed feed and antibiotics to prevent the outbreak of disease. Diseased
prawns are harvested quickly and marketed. before they die.

The destruction of mangrove forests, a critical'component of the environmient for shoreline
protection has had devastating effects as unbuffered cyclones and stornis hit coastal
communities causing deadly flooding. Once the natural barrier lias been cleared, erosion rates

escalate as delicate shorelines are exposed to strong tidal action. As mangrove forests are
destroyed, so too are valuable fish habitat. Mangrove swamps bouse diverse fish species in al
stages of their life cycles. Local fish stocks decie.

Environmental degradation is killing fisb, and traditional coastal comniunity food sources are

disappearing. I addition, shrimp ponds are unsustainable: rice paddies are converted to fish

ponds, pesticides, antibiotics, and sbrimp excrement pollute the ponds makmng them unsuitable

for high density shrimp farming up to ten years. Degradation is also being caused by the
salination of the land as sea water needs to be brought into the sbrimp ponds. The polluted

ponds are abandoned and new ponds are established further along the coast. Communities left

in tbe wake have lost traditional sources of food, and liveliboods. The land is made unusable

for any other productive purpose as well. The resuit is devastating.
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Farmers and indeed whole communities in these Asia Pacifie nations have resisted the
expansion of shrimp fanns. Protests and resistance have met with threats, imprisonment and
death. In Bangladesh, there are estimates that up to 100 people have been killed resisting
aquaculture. Corporations and govemnments continue to, be determined to promote the "Blue
Revolution". Ini fact, as Asian coastlines are being used up, there are moves to promote
aquaculture along Africa's coastlines. There is hope, however. Whole communities in
Bangladesh have successfully resisted shrimp farming. The Indian Supreme Court has banned
the expansion of shrimp farms on their coasts.

Aquaculture leads to devastation of the environent, loss of livelihood, and ultimately for
those who resist, human nights abuses.

Effective long-termi management of communal resources must:
- be sustainable,
- maximize employment
- maximize tax revenue.

Communities must regain control of their traditional land base to ensure their own viability as
communities.

Links to the officiai APEC Process:
The Multilateral Agreement on Investment will effectively promote vertical integration of the
fishing industry, expand aquaculture and disenfrachise coastal communities throughout the
Asia Pacific region.

Outcomes of the Workshop:
Emerging Alternatives

" Consumer education emerged as the primary way to change current corporate trends.
" International coalitions must share knowledge and recent history as aquaculture continues

to expand.
* Think global, eat local. There is a need to abandon large-scale export markets and focus on

local production and consumption.
" "Take a break from shrimp" - by not buying farmed shrimp, consumners break the cycle of

aquaculture expansion.
" Identify or reaffirm links between the north and the south - there are strong connections

between salmon and shrimp aquaculture. Fish feed for the farms on the Canadian west
coast come from the south.

" Linking aquaculture and health issues wîll probably have no bearing on consumption
patterns. Historically, consunlers have not altered consumption patterns ini the beef and
dairy industry even though they are aware of the use of antibiotics and growth hormones.

" Collective research will strengthen the message and continued coalition work will
strengthen the voice.

" In discussing alternatives, we must question whether the alternatives work to change or
support current structures.
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*Alternative choices must be shared: there is an ethical issue in identifying sources of
protein. In the North there is a greater range of options for food sources. We must be
cognisant of the impact we are making with our choices. We must question consumption
rates.

Summary of Policy Recommendations

" There is an urgent need for producers to receive a fair share of profits - communities must
have access to and decision-making capacity with common resource base.

" Environental issues must be addressed in the expansion of aquaculture - the environment
is the foundation and limitation of sustainability: the expansion of polluting fish farms and
current forestry practices are having serious impacts on the decline, of the wild fishery and
on wild fish stocks.

* Social consciences at ail levels must be raised. Consumers, coalitions and governiment
must work together against market forces.

" Governmnents must assure sustainability for the environmient and for communities.
" Fi sh products need to be label]led so consumers are aware of what they are purchasing.

(wild/farmed, domestic/imported - fromn where).

FoIIow up to the workshop

There is a strong need for and interest in further networking, sharing of resources, hearing
success stories, and sharing current information.

Appropriate websites were identified. Coalitions will work to ensure that smaller and isolated
groups are included in the information ioop.

Workshop participants would like to have a Fisheries Forum prior to the next Peoples Summit
in Malaysia.

Actions taken and strategies implemented between this workshop and the 1998 Peoples'
Summit will be tallied to provide a realistic "snapshot" of issues in November 1997 and
changes/success by 1998.

There is a need to develop common strategies. Resistance strategies and tactics (iLe. boycotts)
must be di scussed further.

Any strategies must be accompanied by well-planned education campaigns.

National govemments must be lobbied to raise awareness. In India, the Supreme Court bas
banned the expansion of shrimp farms!

Research in identifying the players at a corporate level is critical. Part of the challenge in
tracking how to mount effective community resistance, is knowing who owns/is accountable
for companies.
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Cities Workshop

Leader:

Art Wright, Sustamnable Development Research Institute (SDRI)
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC

Recorder: Xavier Furtado

"Early in the next century
East Asia wli be home to most of the
world 's largest cilles, possessing ail
the characteristics of the world 's
current megacities: pollution, crime,
and strained public infrastructure
systemns."
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CITES WORKSHOP

INTRODUCTION
The discussions of the sustainable cities working group took place against an increasingly
stark reality: urbanization, already at an extraordinary level, will only intensify as the
economies of the Asia Pacific region continue to grow. Early in the next century, East Asia
will be home 10 most of the world's 'largest cities, possessing ail of the characteristics of the
world's current megacities: pollution, crime and strained public infratructure systems.

In termis of addressing these issues, ani deciding where to focus the group' s energies, the
group agreed that it would be most appropriate to spend time thinking about the root of the
problem. Unsustainable cihies are merely a symptom; they are the product of poor decisions
and earlier ismanagement. If these sorts of core issues can be addressed, only then can we
hope for more sustainable cities and societies.

To begin accessing these issues, the group was asked by the chair to oulne what they saw as
the general objectives of our discussions. Some argued that what is needed is an expanded
awareness of the possible directions in which we, as increasingly interdependent countries and
societies, could choose. The general public, il was thought, is not necessarily aware that there
are alternatives to the status quo. Insofar as we try 10 arrive at alternatives, it was added that
we should attempt to address the basic needs of ail people, such as housing, welfare,
employment and personal security. Finally, it was also noted that what was needed was a
clearer understanding of the link between economnic developinent and social issues.

In identifying some of the specific issues and problems, the group highlighted the following:
population pressures; push and pull factors in migration (urbanization); consumption patterns;
and issues of govemnance, such as transparency, power balances and how 10 relate to the
decision-making structure.

Establishing a Guiding Set of Principles
lIn order t0 organize and direct our thinking, the group focused on defiming a set of principles
(or 'values'). Insofar as our values help govern our behaviour, il was thought that defiming (or
reminding ourselves of) a set of values that would encourage sustainability would be a useful
starting point. Suggested values included:

People First -- This involves putting the basic needs of ail people at the centre of
development priorities and planning. Not only does this speak to issues like governance,
but il mnakes us ask more fundaniental questions about the purposes of economic growth
and ensuring the basic rights of ail. This suggestion was not without debate. There were
some who thought that, by putting the needs of people first, we mun the risk of ignoring the
needs of other species. As a response, it was thought that the word 'habitat' might be
better.
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" Comnion Good -- By focusing on the common good, we would be able to re-define our
own self interests. Some argued that we forget that our own interests are best served by
having a sound understanding of what is in everyone' s interests (a sort of enlightened self-
interest).

" Full Participation --The notion of fuit participation was meant to focus attention on the
importance of stronger local governance. Based on the idea that ail people have the right
to participate in the shaping of their communities, some argued that stronger decision-
making powers must be placed in the hands of local admimistrators. Moreover, once there
is a sense in a community that they have some degree of control (a sense of
empowerment), they will tend to take more responsibility for their actions.

" Consistency --- Many members of the group pointed out the need to be consistent in their
words and behaviour. Not only is it important to avoid purchasing products fromn those
multinational corporations that you believe engage in unfair labour practices, but for those
of us who hold mutual funds, RRSPs and pensions, it is important to know in which
companies fund managers are investing our money.

" Security -- Many in the group also feit that, at the centre of this set of values, there should
be a notion of security and the rote of govemments in this regard. It was thought that the
primary role for the state is to ensure the securîty of its people by providing basic
necessities, especially food, shelter and clothing.

" Justice -- Encompassing the values outlined above is the notion ofjustice ... of what i s
right. Wbile there was some disagreement as to what is justice, many in the group feit that
this was a good umbrella and would help provide some context to the other values
enunciated.

KEY Issu Es
Hlaving outlined this set of guiding principles, the group then set out to identify the key issues
that had to be addressed to ensure the development of sustainable cities. One such factor was
the need for citizens to learn more about how to access key decision-making points in
govemment in order to influence the policy process. While some in the group feit that this
was a useful strategy (even in terms of possibly modifying the APEC process), others
considered it useless believing that the governiment was not interested in pursuing alternatives.

In addition to doing this, it was also thought: that more concerted efforts had to happen at the
grassroots level, as it is important to start educating and changing the public consciousness. In
doing so, it is important to communicate the scale of the environmental degradation that bas
occurred thus far in East Asia's cities. As well, it is important to inform people that
modifications to their behaviour can make a substantial difference.

Another issue is that of incentives. If the intent is to slow the rate of urbanization, then it is
very important for govemments to provide economic incentives for populations to remain in
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rural areas. This involves arriving at a clear sense of priorities when engaged in the
planninglpolicy process.

This is also true when deciding a rote for the private sector. Presently, the pnivate sector
seems to be taking on an increasingly prominent rote in our daily lives. For example, the

increasing rote of private funding in public universities is indicative of the enhanced rote of

the pnivate sector in providing public services, such as urban infrastructure. We must decide if

we are comfortable with this new rote and where the boundaries are. Given what seems to be

the inevitable role of the private sector in economic development, corporations must be

tegislated to take more responsibility for their actions. Some people in the group raised the

possibility of creating corporate codes of conduct. While this idea met wîth some support,

others remained sceptical as such codes are impossible to enforce.

MESAGES
It was generally agreed that there are two targets for our message. The first is APEC's
leadership. Again, there was considerable disagreemnent here as some feit that APEC's

leadership is not interested in considering possible alternatives. However, those in the group
who had some experience participating in the APEC process, and/or the public consultation
process on the developmrrent of Canadian foreign policy (i.e., the National Forum on Canada' s

International Relations), felt strongly that there was a real opportunîty to, be heard.

As a resuit of this disagreement, a second target for our message(s) was identified: the general

public, especially those who are less attentive 10 these issues but who will also be affected by
unsustainable development.

In terms of what the 'message' would be, the following was suggested. Again, there was not

complete agreement on ail parts of Ibis statement, but it was generally agreed that il effectively
encapsulated the overaîl tbrust of our discussions:

Contrary t0 the economic goals of APEC, sustainable cities are those where quality of life is

defined in relation 10 the sustainable use of resources. Within the next 20 years, the vast
majority of the people of the Pacific Rim will live in cities. The economies of these urban

centres must serve the needs of the people - flot the other way around. This reality dictates
two things: first, that regional govemrments and municipal govemments require the resources,

revenues and materials 10 meet the basic needs of their populations (iLe., lean water,
breathable air, food, shelter, health care, education and income; second, these govemrments
need the regulatory and legislative powers essential to ensure the emergence and growth of
alternatives essential to sustainability and ensure the survival of future generations on the
planet.

STRATEGIES
In order to, first, communicate the above message(s), and slow those phenomena that lead 10

unsustainable cities, il is necessary for concernied citizens to organize themselves mbt effective
lobbyinglpolicy action groups. Just as there are institutional framneworks for globalization, we

must begin to create our own mechanisms 10 counter those forces and take local responsibility
for our comînunities.
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As noted at the outset of this report, there was no consensus on any of the above points.
However, one point that did receive a considerable amounit of support was the notion that , in
order to properly communicate our agenda(s), we cannot rely on the mainstreama media.
Instead, we must find alternative mediums of communication, such as public lectures,
workshops and/or we must begîn to control forms of print and electronic media.

FuRTHER THouGHT
Despite our very interesting discussion, the group also took the time to recognize its own
shortcomings. First, there were a series of important issues that did not receive the attention
they deserve. In particular, issues such as gender, class and poverty alleviation were flot
addressed properly. While some of these concernis were addressed indirectly in our
discussions, we were not able to undertake as thorough a discussion as we would have liked.
Second, the composition of the group was not balanced. There was a dearth of represenitation
from the developing world. Larger representation from the South would have brought other
unique perspectives to our discussions. As well, our discussions would have also benefited
fromn hearmng views fromn business and govemment policy makers.
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For*etsts Workshop

Leaders:

Fiona Koza, Sierra Club of Canada (Ottawa)

Marty Horswell, Kootenay Conference on Forest Alternatives

Paige Fisher, Pacifie Environment and Resources Center (California, USA)

Recorder: Patricia Keays

"The Forest discussion group was as diverse as theforest."

Carol Young, Asian and Pacifie Development Centre, Malaysia

"There is a need to recognize the integrity of the forest as requiring
protection, flot strictly economic values based on harvesting g"

Workshop Participant
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FORESTS WORKSHOP

Reporters:
Paige Fischer, Pacific Environent and Resources Center in California,

Carol Young, Gender and Development Programme at Asian and Pacific Development Centre,

Malaysia.

Introduction to the Forests Session - Paige Fischer
'1 want to let you know, one outcomne important to us was the great turnout. We began

with over 50 forest activists, and at no time did the number go below 35.

Forest activists represented over 20 organizations in PNW, US and BC, ail over

Canada, joined by at least 15 Forest activists from Japan, The Philippines, Solomon

Islands, Indonesia, Malaysian and Chule.

After diverse panels and lively conversations, we came to a consensus:

" we are fundamentally concernied about APEC being an anti-community
movement, linked to MAI and NATTA;

" we are fundamentally concerned about APEC's plans to deregulate
forest products."

Panel Presentations

In the process there were two panels. The first panel was to give
perspectives from the North.
e Examples were given from the North, from BC and a few from the States.

* Issues were raised as to fast-tracking.
a Common and specific strategies were brought forward, and discussions were on

APEC as an antidemocratic institution, and related issues - trade, investments,
regulations, treaties.

e Also touched on was the whole complex rote of trans-national corporations and
governiment .

a Examples were given on Canada - particularly on deforestation and logging, e.g. in

the boreal forest - and actions taken by support groups.

* The economic aspects of APEC were given as background information, as welt, Le.

World Trade Organization.

The second panel provided perspectives from other Asia and Pacific countries:

*In the second panel, Panel 2, we had participants from Japan, considering
implications for Asia, as well as Indonesia and Malaysia, speaking on the fires in

Asia, and the Philippines, considering implications of APEC for Asia.
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" Lt was pointed out that Japan being a larger consumer, with control over markets
and timber trades, has a large impact. We discussed implications both for
importing countries, and for situations on logging in Philippines and Indonesia, as
well as recent forest fires in Indonesia.

* (In different panels, especially this one, we heard how Govemrment policies have
directly led to harmful effect on the forests.)

* (The perspective brought from the Solomon Islands was a combination of a voice
for the forest, and for people whose lives. are so subjeet, to, change from APEC but
who don't know it because they're struggling for basic survival, and of the
importance of working together on strategies.)

Havmng heard the two panels, and after a slide as well as video on
forests/logging in B.C., the session split mnto workshop groups, discussing
recommendations on public participation, accountability, trade liberalization.
import standards; and promoting value added trade.

Roundtable Discussions. on Key Topics

In, each small group there were diverse discussions. It was difficult to come to a
common consensus surrounding the whole issues of APEC and such things as
subsidies. HO WEVERl each small group identified some significant points.

P On Public Participaton: the discussion group identified the need for people
to understand more on the basics of AIPEC, to address the whole issue of
increasing public participation. Suggestions for strategies were given:
citizen groups, conimunity groups, NGOs, and indigenous people's could
participate. Somne mechanisi were identifled.

POn Restructurins! APEC for accountabilitv: it was a diverse discussion and a
number of viewpoints were given on such key questions as whether to reject
APEC, or try to work witb/within it. Conclusion was there could be room to
intervene *(and we have to use the windows of opportunity we do get).

*Various proposais were brought forward as to how to, restructure
APEC, to ensure i particular that these key issues were always
addressed: issues of human rights, and the impact on communities as
resuit of policies, Le. logging, or reforestation.

" Critical to the discussion group was recognition of local community
rights to protect forests, also tenure rights over themn.

* HOWEVER, the agreement came up with that APEC's initiatives
should not supersede communities', the rights of the communities
closest to the forest resources themselves. They are the ones who
understand best how to manage, and to oversee the resource.
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>' On Trade Liberalization and Imoort Standards: The group had quite a
lengthy discussion on the whole issue of trade liberalization, whether it
should be pursued in the context of APEC or whether the time would be
better spent coming up with our own vision, understanding trade itseIL

" Strategies supported by the Forests Session participant group were feit
should be broader, flot j ust limited to one APEC statemient.

" For our work to be covering broader issues and reaching wider
usefulnes, we need to bring these messages back to our communities to
make themi understand this APEC.

" For many people who are not so fortunate to have funding to corne here,
they won't know what's going on. It is good for us to take the message
back.

" On Communities, we feit it is important that we recognize community
rights and tenure rights of forest resources. Ail APEC decision-makers
must look deeper into forest-dependent communities and indigenous
people.

On Full-Cost Pricin! and Subsidies: in the discussion of forest products and
resources, a key issue is how not to view "the resource" only in terins of monetary
value, but to recognize other valuables. Discussed issues for attention include:

* PROMOTING VALUE ADDED TAX;
e Continuing to discuss and establish a com mon understanding of What

IS SU STAINABLE? Is it in ternis of yield? management of forest
products? This discussion group felt it must be seen in a more
integrated sense, with ecosystem related to lives and livelihoods,
especially those dependent on the forests.

* Capacity of the forest-dependent communities, and indigenous
communities, who live physically and in other ways closest to the forest,
dloser than most of us, that capacity must continue to be developed to
work with these global trade issues and forces.

* On Certification and trade restrictions, the group felt it is difficult to
corne up with a uniformn or common standard. It proposed that
minimum standards, reference to examples, and the experiences of
comniunities themselves be "triangulated" to corne up with a working
code of practice.

Outcomes and Next Steps

Having these diverse viewpoints presented, the exchange of experiences,

sharmng among the countries and organizations we represent, as weIl as
mndividually, we came out of the session with a commitment that whatever
happened in our discussion, will not stop today. We must follow Up,

continue even when the People's Sumit lias ended.
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Strategies and commitments made include these:
" build a network around PAC RIM and Iearn quickly about APEC - it will happen;
" electronic information / speed up - we can form an electronic information and

networking group,
* network;- campaigns - we might follow up Ofljoint campaigns;
" MAI, also follow-up, and on climate change, which there wasn't enough time to

discuss in the workshop, atthough it was raised as a parallel theme;'
" DEDICATION is to make the Iink between globalization and trade, but also TO

COMMUNITIES, because when we talk about the forest, we are talking about
people whose lives are dependent on them;

" PRE VENT APEC from superseding community control or ancestral control or
rights to resources and entitiements to access to those resources.

We also feel there is a need for us to deepen our discussions, on persistent important
questions like sustainability, should there be subsidies, what are the standards? These
are our issues, that we need to monitor as well as to leamn more about.

OUTCOMES of the FORESTS WORKSIIOP

Background on OUTCOMES
=> The standard framework for the report structure for the five workshops in the

Sustainability Issues Forum is appended for reference. OUTCOMES is one of
three main sections in that framework.

z>The other sections are INTRODUCTION, and BODY 0F THE REPORT.
INTRODUCTION and BODY 0F THE REPORT are in the sections previous to
this one in the Forests Workshop [APEC: Special Session on Forests] record.

=> The present document contains input on the main points which were identified by
orgarnzers for recorders, with respect to OUTCOMES, drawfing recurring themes
from the notes on panel presentations and report-backs.

z> The framework provided does not precisely match the topics that were discussed or
the way in which the special session on forests developed. That framework
identified these topics as categories for recording:

Points Identified for Recorders by Organizers
1. Links between the workshop and officiai APEC process
2. Enierging Alternatives
3. Policy Options (and Themes) Recommendations (including consensus

and dissent, an analysis) Summary
4. Messages for APEC leaders
5. Follow up to the workshop

Critical issues for collaboration
Strategies of working together
Actions of workine touether for Malavsia APEC meetings
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A bnief comment is made here about the Forests Workshop proceedings and outcomes, in
relation to each topic and how input on it has been collected. These are the recorder's
comments. The following section is Collected Input on key aspects of those themes, from the
workshop itself.

1. Links between the workshop and the officiai, APEC process

The people represented. and the organizations they represent reject APEC in a fundamental
way, and are concerned about legitimizing such multilateral processes of which this is one
(viewed with MAI, WTO), by making recommendations to it.

On the other hand, neither do the strategists and activists want to miss out on the windows
of opportunity that presenit themselves to use the presenting media opportunities, and take
core messages and actions/stands back to our communities of reference, and our home
organizations.

The proposai for fast-tracking forest products brought forward by four countnies including
the US and Canada was a pressing priority requiring immediate attention. Also important
to many is ensuring continuity in the network and relationshîps between now and building
towards the next APEC meetings, in Malaysia.

In general, participants in the special session on forests, recognize a continuing2 link
between their work and APEC. It existed before, il exists now, and mobilîzing to prepare
for the next engagement in Malaysia and beyond is part of the global-level strategies in
which organizations working for change must be connected for coordination.

The time necessary te fully develop and set priorities for links between, theyworkshop
and APEC includes expanded opportunities for the following, in future workiu2
meetings on this issue:

a) exchanging expeniences and learning from each other about the context of APEC
and the specific situations with which people are working - specifically,
strengthening and building the opportunity for people from more oral traditions to
engage equally with more print-based and organized participants (clearly we need
both; abbreviated time for the international guests ini their panel presentations, plus
difficulties of presenting complex material across second languages in shortened
time periods, took their toîl on the process;,

b) developing strategies together for longer-term joint action; international visitors in
particular identified leamming from each other, developing strategies together as
being their main interest - being part of networks is recognized as being linked to
survival, as well as the success of campaigns;,

c) developing a core set of messages and responses to take forward to the
Sustainabulity Issues Forum; widely agreed as a communications I public
advocacy and education campaign issue is the need for core messages, a serious
strategy to inform. people and motivate them to action;

d) meeting other individual objectives (such as signing on other ailles injoint
camnpaigns, other such legitimate networking goals).
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Structured transfer mechanisms wîll strengthen the process, but nothing takes the place of time
spent together, working together.

2. EMERGING ALTERNATIVES

Alternative FOREST PRACTICES and TRADE POLICIES with respect to forests; are

identified in particular in the set of notes from, the afiemnoon report-backs from round-tables.

Changes in use of subsidies, towards positive ends; public education and awareness;
full-cost accounting and other economics-related measures which quanitify the parts of
the environmient and values that can measured that way, along with legitimate
recognition of the aspects necessary for sustainability - of the environent most
broadly, of the forest as a living ecosystem, of the people who, live close to and work in
that forest; expanding the involvement of people Who, live closes to, the resource and
forest base in decision-making about it, increasing value-added measures, maintaining
protective measures that cover threats to long-term forest health or survival (such as
releasing pests of untreated whole-log imports are permitted), or using subsidies to
value-added local producers to increase the timber supply available for cominunity
based economic development. Ail these are part of the array of alternatives pooled by
participants in the workshop. By collecting these in the record, the November 1997
event will contribute the planning documentation for the Malaysia APEC preparation
of forests activists, recognizing this as the continuing process it is.

I terms of alternatives, an ernerging alternative for maintaining and strengtheming
relationships in the networks of organizations at the November 1997 session is that of
being a network. Interest in working on issues together was clear. Supporting each
other on acbieving shared goals may be one incentive for stronger networks.
Electronic communications permit about 2 /3 of the participants to stay in touch.

3. POLICY OPTIONS and Recomniendations

No explicit recommendations were made. An agreement was loosely made to continue to
work together, and to develop a strategy to do so, incorporating the ideas fromn this session and
using core concepts to weave a set of messages simple and direct enough to work wlih the
broad public identified as needing to hear that message.

The forests workshop group agreed on certain core messages to take forward to the evening
plenary session. These are in the record of that report-back. Some of those points relate to
policy (i.e. a fimdamental rejection of the fast-tracking proposal being made by Canada with
three other countries for forest products).

The workshop group also agreed to keep working together on strategy, including no doubt on
strategy linked to policy. This work is continuing. Key points of concern identified in the
special session on forests to be taken forward include the following.
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<bElimination of the opportunity for govemment policies to maintain or have
meaningful influence is one of the major concemrs about global economic agreements,
in relation to forests.

<b Policy options for national, provincial, and local govemminents are of critical concern
in relation to multlateral trade agreements, across levels of govemment as well as
different sectors of policy (trade, foreign affairs, development assistance). A strategy
for working on coherent positive policies as well as continuing to analyze policies that
are being passed (such as was done in the Briefing Matenials for the November 1997
working session on forests in relation to APEC).

<bi The Briefing Materials and matenials prepared for the workshop - both included in the
Forests Workshop record -contain a number of specific policy options, and
background on policy implications of componients of global trade agreements for
forests. These materials are worth reading, copying more widely, distributing as part
of a kit with distilled "CORE MESSAGES" ... ail work for the future.

<b In particular, concern from the Forests Workshop participants in the Sustainabiiy
Issues Forum is that such agreements restrict the possibility of thcse levels of
govemment controlling.their own affairs. Corporate structures will enjoy the rights to
sue these goverrments for measures taken that limit their economic benefits fromn
what, with respect to, forests in much of the Asia Pacific which belong to the people.

,,- Policy options with respect to FOREST POLICY in most of the counitries represented
and in the work of most of the organizations have been responding to negative policy
options being pursued by the Governiment of the day. In the US, a recent victory was
after decades of no progress, cut-backs, revoked bis, suspended protections,
encroachments, on the net that was in place.

,ý In British Columbia, the situation is a more difficuit one of having unenforceabie
policies, and thus unîmplementable policies, coupled withJurisdictional slippage
between federal and provincial and other jurisdictions - at the samne time as down-
loading is occurring. 0f equal concern was an accelerated media biitz changing what
should be a policy discussion to continuing public relations. Getting better able at
presenting complex policy issues visually, in media campaigns, through strengthened
capacity to monitor and report to the public, were ail identifled by diffeèrent
representatives of organizations in the workshop as part of their priorities right now.

<ýj Policy options in counitries where activism is treated as a crime are less clear - how
does one develop a strategy to advocate with one's government when it sends video
cameras to international gatheings to capture images of demonstrators, captures the
demonstrators themselves when they go home. The greater the degree of repression
or lower the degree of economic development, the fiercer the push back and out of
activists and organizations representing counter interests (as they perceive them).
While good information and reliable data are essentiai, so are networks of mutual
support. These are of much greater significance to some members of such a network
than others, Making sure representatives of such organizations are part of continuing
strategy development is a continuing challenge, even with electronic communications
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and some available money for "strengthening civil society" such as through convening
these forums and similar events.

'ýi Policy changes are needed with respect to forest policy, at ail levels, to recognize
ecological values, and policy implementation changes are needed. A positive
presentation of policy alternatives in a coherent strategy of which trade is an
appropriate sub-part, along with other inter-connected areas of public policy, is the
general direction articulated and agreed to by the group. Bringing forests decision-
making dloser to the community level, and strengthening the voice and opportunities
for indigenous and aboriginal people to be directly involved in decisions about their
forests, are two examples

4. Messages to AIPEC Leaders.

"NO" to the fast-tracking of forest products. YES to more open, democratic processes in
negotiating economic agreements.

NO to, the exclusion of social and environmental / livelihood and sustainability
considerations from the global economic agreements. .YES to more transparent cost and
benefit analyses and explanations for forests, resources and values.

NO to the absence of democratic mechanisms, transparency, or representation of a
legitimate cross-section of necessary perspectives, views and initerests at the decision-
making table on matters with repercussions and implications far beyond the narrow frame
economies sets for itself. YES to involvement of a wider community in APEC.

NO to the continued narrowing of interests taken into account in relation to forest policy
and beneflting from past and present policies and practices. Those who were enriched by
taking the forest resource in inappropriate ways in the first place should not be able to
reposition themselves to benefit from Government redirection of public resources, when
the local communities and workers who depend on the forest base can be shown to
continue to be the losers. This can be consistently shown to be the case from Sarawak to
British Columnbia - and NO to global markets structured so that two such diverse places as
these two should be shown to have approximately the saine stumpage rates. YES to full-
cost accounting which also permits meaningfùl recognition of the non-quantifiable values
associated with healthy forests.

NO to the idea that economic policy can be divorced or factored separately from
envîronmental policy, and social policy. It can't. Economic policy that supports steady
continued harvesting of the world's forests is unsustainable. Public policy that supports
such a direction is not operating as a reasonable governiment should operate, and forest
activist organizations see their role in part to be educating the public to increase
accountability for delivery on better forest policies and management. YES to an
integrated "sustainable livelihoods and planet" policy, With long-terni resource and land,
use planning integrated with social and community development policy.
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NO to the idea that the groups and people committed to the forest are legitimately
excluded from forums such as APEC meetings where decisions are made that affect us ail,
and the planet. "These decisions are too important to leave up to the politicians ... and the
bureaucrats". An educating, engaged citizenry has been identified since "sustainable
development"' was first introduced into the wider world's vocabulary as being
fundamental, a requirement, essential, necessary, critical. "Sustainable development" has
metamorphosed into "sustainable yield"' and "sustainable harvesting". "Developmnent"' has
flot been able to break out of its sheli of "economnic development and rehabilitation" cast at
the Bretton Woods agreements after the second world war - "sustained growth is an.
oxymoron." YES to strengthened public education, public awareness and mobilîzation for
change.

5. FOLLOW-IJP TO THE WORKSROP

Collected* Input

"*Collected"' refers to the fact that the following points and statemnents were made throughout

the Forests Workshop, at different times. Time limitations restricted formnulation of a
consensus. Source documents for these excerpts are summary notes from the two panels and
the two report-backs (from round-table groups to the Forests workshop plenary, and from the
Forests workshop to the Sustainability Issues Forum plenary, in the evening).

General agreement on two things was expressed and endorsed:
1 . interest in continuing to meet as a network; commitmnent to strengthening

effectiveness at working on issues jointly, as a network, as well as at getting better
at communicafing core messages to, help achieve our various objectives;

2. a rejection of the fuandamnental pninciples of APEC and other multilateral global
trade agreements and their effects on people and the environent.

The three main themnes identified for the reporter covered in this section are:
" Critical issues for collaboration
* Strategies of working together
" Actions of working together for Malasia APEC metings

Input on these three themes is organized into the following sub-sections:

* Priority Needs for the Network as a Group of Activist Oriented Organizations
* Working Together to Develop Strategies with Core Messages
* Core Messages as Part of Strategies - Examples of the kinds of core messages

that such a network could develop, over time
" Some Main Issues Identified iu Relation to Forests and APEC - and

suggestions for strategies, continuing
* Main Issues in Moving fromn a Single-Organization Orientation to a Network
* Strategies to Include Looking and Working Forward to Malaysia APEC

Meetings
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PriodWt Needs for the Network as a Group of Activist Oriented Organizations

"Rather than drafting a piece of paper, we need to draft a strategy, to motîvate the
public. We're dealing with a lot of abstracts here, and in the long mun, they might
ignore our papers, like they ignored other papers."

Working Together to Develop Strategies with Core Messages
1 . Develop and state what we are for, fot solely what we are flot for, with respect to

multilateral economic agreements such as those for which APEC exists, and WTO,
such as the MAL.

2. Start with stateinents of values - what's good for the community, the
environmrrent, the earth; and keep that always in the frame of reference.

3. Expand "What's the Alternative?" - principles of fair/equitable social
development linked to economic policy; a set of "j ust principles to guide trade
between countries";

4. Develop a CORE MESSAGE PACKAGE educating and motivating the public
regarding APEC and MAI, WTO - ail this level of globalization and what it means.
"The message bas to be verv simple, and the strategy has to be based on core
messages. The conservation cominunity is flot very good at this."

5. Take advantage of opportunities that present themselves, such as this window
of opportunity to take the media's attention while it is on APEC, to make,
straightldirectlsimple statements, at the samne time as we develop a long-term
strategy. "Because this is the moment".

6. Know the audience you're aiming for. In relation to doing something "ini the
moment"' relating to taking a j oint stand on APEC and forest products or fast-
tracking, we have to do something, as best we can. THEN, "We want to go back to

our communities and say, 'We did this - and the real audience is these at home."
7. Accept that in the end "it will depend on each of us, as individuals, to take it

forward. The People 's Summit won't even be depended on to take it forward." In

relation to being there for the long-terni on forest advocacy and protection, this is
the core that constitutes "local" struggling to develop

8. Consider subsidies as potential positive measures through which local
development or forests protection measures can be implemented - rallier than
rejecting them out of hand. What needs to be rejected are subsidies to trans-
national corporations by governiments who need to represent the public interest and
responsibility.

Core Messaees as Part of Strateuies -Examoles of the kinds of core messazes that such a
network could develoD. over lime:

1 . We do have problems with APEC.
2. We don't want to be legitimizing APEC by making reconunendations 10 it.
3. We know some things about what we want to see happen.
4. We need to develop those into core messages, as part of a long-term strategy.
5. Some of the core messages about what APEC and similar agreements must do

include the needs to:
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" include concernis of indigenous and aboriginal people in plans, analyses and
decision-takîng;

" involve local / community people and their interests in decision-making, as
well as resources / forests management;

" recognize the integrity of "the forest" as requirnng protection, not strictly
economic values based on harvesting;

" place sustainable iîfe needs of the planet and ecological maintenance at the
centre of calculations about economics.

6. There is interest in continuing to work together as a network of advocates.
7. Messages to expose the destruction and crimes that have occurred, and which stili

occur, need to stress the global connections that already exist - "we are all tied
together; all of us are responsible for everything".

8. In the positive things towards which we are working, we need to include;
" building communities on issues;
" involving communities on anything we work on, say, do, that affects them;
" building safeguards and protections for the forests, multiple ways;
" foring alliances around issues, such as on positive subsidies;
" including gender analysis and community impact analyses along with

environmiental impact analyses.
9. Strengtheming implementation. and enforcemnent of the international commitmnents

that are already in place, such as the Convention on Biodiversity, is a priority.
10. Getting the conventions that have not been signed, or if signed which have not

been ratified, is a priority front for collaborative work. All organizations can work
on their own govemrments on this matter - part of working together on issues that
will benefit us ail.

Some Main Issues Identified in Relation to Forests and APEC - and suggestions for
strategies, continuing:

1I. Loss of Sovereignty. "Democracy is being usurped; citizens have no input on big
business." Citizens have been interested. in the MAI campaign - 500 came out to a
meeting in Saskatchewan on this issue. Outlining what pm happen in a future shaped to
APEC, MAI, WTO needs to be part of the core messages.

2. Ecological Effects of both Present Harvesting and Forest Replacement
Maintenance of intact forest ecosystems is not part of economic plans or forecasts. It
needs to be. Even economic costs must consider more values and factors in their
calculations, i.e. Opportunity costs removed from the realm of possibility by present
practices - such as recreation and tounism dollars - - must be projected using existing
trends which reinforce fundamental restructuring is underway. Naturai forest replacement
by engineered plantations, monocultured, often with exotic species, raises other
environmental or ecological as well as public policy questions. Both need a look.

3. Limitations of Accepting a Single Focus, such as "Economiç"
Social and environmental costs and benefits must be adequately factored into decision-
making by all the agents involved in the process. Each invoîves a différent set of values
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and considerations for decision-making, which APEC and processes like it are deliberately
structured to exclude from the table.

" An umbrella strategy is needed -and may be in the process of developing, with the
meeting scheduled after this workshop day, as planned in the closing session.

" Within such a strategy, ways in which existing limitations of accepting a single
economic focus can be addressed as a priority front for action will need to be
developed and established together.

" Specific suggestions made during the day-long special session on forests included,
for example, demanding or requining that, delegations have forest experts on them,
as key advisors, and that advisory functions for activist networks or groups in civil
society (academic, non-profit community group networks).

4. Erosion of Opportunity for Forest Protection and Economic Control. Loss. of
sovereignty and control over decisions about resources such as forests within global
agreements such as APEC and MAI include that local commumties could lose control over
and access to forests in their home areas. Such agreements, as is being demonstrated
under the North American Trade Agreement, may leave govemments open to suit by
corporations for loss of revenue.

5. Over-riding Interests of Indigenous People, Cominunity Members. Shareholders and
corporate interests take precedence over interests of the community, the citizens, or the
workers in the industry.

6. Public Awareness, Education, Consciousness and Belief. "People just do not believe
you when you try to raise these issues." "Put tangible examples behind it. So you can
always link it to what is happening HERE, in the listener's communîty."

Somne Issues in Moving from a Single-Orgaiztion Orientation to a Network
+ "How do we icorporate working on our own groups, and be part of networking - choosmng

to support each other?"
* "How can we work on multilateral agreements, AT TUE SAME TIME, showing the muscle

of local organizations, continue to work in our own ways to support that local level of
activity?"1

Strategies to Include Looking and Working Forward to Malaysia APEC Meetings
* "How do we develop SOCIAL MUSCLE, as a group, working to something concrete in

April (and the Malaysia APEC meetings, next rounds of these international trade
meetings)?"

* Those who could meet the following day to continue discussions of core messages and
strategies for ongoing networking made plans to do so by the end of the workshop,
anticipating a lead-up to prepared engagement at the next round of meetings.

* How can those who sponsor, organize and pay for participation in such networking events
for activists be convinced that several more days time spent strategizing, aller an equivalent
amount of tinie updating and briefing each other as occurred in the November 1997
meetings will yield multiple benefits and spin-off effects? Lessons learned from this
working meeting as part of a "sustainability issues forum" concentrating on forests and trade
issues need to be analyzed, and taken forward to increase the effectiveness of the next
working meeting. Ibis is part of strengthening capacity of the network which is a mixed
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group of organizations to function as a network and increase effectiveness and impact by
working together.

* The sets of skills, the internai design for collaborative processes such as developing joint
strategies, consulting with and briefing each other, are respectively more sophisticated and
more flexible than most highly-structured processes which place time management at the
heart of the design process. Some suggestions from the recorder are mncluded in the
November 1997 record of the FORESTS WORKSHOP, for dividing up facilitation and
other tasks in future working meetings. No doubt the facilitation group, organizers and
presenters will also have their own ideas and plans in place for Iearning from experience,
and building the capacities needed for functional networking on forests issues in the context
of multilateral global trade agreements and a dominant economic monopoly on machinery
of public policy.

*Perhaps an expanded discussion in Malaysia on how to, be steadilv more effective CHANGE
AGNS-could be considered. Core messages, a strategy are critical. So are the skills of

influence to, use such things, when they can be developed- This is a rîch area for exchange
and learning from each other - strategies that work, and the skills and competencies that
carry them.
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Mining Workshop

Leaders:

Nedjo Rodgers, Environentat Mining Council of BC (Victoria)
Myriam Cabera, CoDevelopment Canada (Vancouver)
Stuart Wulff, South Pacifie Peoples Foundation (Victoria)

Recorder: Gary Henkelmann

"The goal is to change the mîinng industry into one which puts people, flot

proft, irsi IlW orkshop Participant
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MINING WORKHOP

OPENING REMARKS
The first question posed at the mining workshop was in the formi of a statement:
'sustainablili.y and mining do flot go together'. Nonetheless it was agreed that mining is
happening in every one of the APEC economies. And that high on the 'trade liberalization'
agenda of APEC is the goal to "free up mining investment", whatever that may mean.

Two basic aims of the workshop were outlined:
(1) to respond to APEC; more generally to 'globalization', and more specifically to
mining, and
(2) to share stonîes and perspectives with the objective to strengthen our knowledge
and to make links.

Melissa Bengullo-Morales (Center for Environental Concerns - Philippines) noted that "the
gap between rich and poor is widening. Transnationals continue to profit and stili flot work
for the interests of the people. This is an exaniple of market forces taking control of our lives.
The Philippines' govemnment lias now liberalized mining too, like other APEC countries. By
sbaring 'mining stones' with people fromn Mexico, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and here in Canada,
we know of the dispiacement of indigenous people and others, the loss of community control,
and the environniental damage. We know that the interest of the Filipino and the Philippines'
environmient is compromised by mining. Yet the problem for the first world and the third
world remains the samne: the standard of living. These issues need to be addressed with
caution, seeking benefits for ail, and remembering that oniy once will our earth be wasted."

Chris Harrs (Mineral Policy Institute - Australia) said that his organization was formed out of
concern about the mîing industry in the Asia Pacific region, most specificafly in the areas of
human riglits and environmnent. "There is major mining expansion in virtually every country of
the region; it is flot an isolated activty."

" Mining in Vanuatu lias increased 4-fold in two years; in 1995 there were nine mines and ini
1997 there are 42.

* In the Philippines, in 1994, there were four foreign companies,, and by 1996 this increased
to 20; now there are over 100 Financial and Technical Assistance Agreements (FTAA)
covering 30% of the land area.

* In Indonesia, from 1992-95, coal mining increased by 80%/', copper by 58%l/, gas by 77%/,
and gold by 108%, in 1993 there were 66 Contract of Work (COW) opportunities while in
1997 there were over 250.

" In Vietnam there lias been a 660% investment increase.

* lI Chile a 75% increase in copper mining lias been projected for 1995-2000; exports of
copper increased 4 1 %in 1995.
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*On island nations, like the Solomons, it is very difficuit for governments to address the
issues and control the impacts because administratively the capacity does not exist.

The point is that there have been huge increases in mining activîty over the past 5-10 years
directly related to trade hiberalization. In most cases the vast majority of the benefits flow to
the political classes with poorer people and especially women and indigenous people tending
to be marginalized and worse off.

The forces driving this upsurge in mining are:
" trade liberalization
* investment liberalization
" weak environmental laws
* gold prices
" ficher deposits in non-industrialized countries

From 1988-1993, 75 countries changed their miming laws to meet the demands of foreigu
investment. As one country liberalized mining laws others were persuaded to do so as well in
order flot to be lefi behind. This usually meant relaxing foreign ownership, remnoving
regulations, providing tax holidays, and so on. In Afnîca 33 countries have recently liberalized
and standardized their mining laws, under TJNDP (United Nations Development Program)
coordination, ini order to facilitate mining development.

The perception has been that the impacts of mining are localized but this is untrue. The
impacts are very large, very widespread, and have major social and environmiental
consequences:

(1) There was civil war in Bougainville with 122 executions and 40 villages burnt; in
Freeport 900-3000 (depending upon whether one uses govemminent or non-govemmiefit
statistics) died ini repnisals in 1977. During the 8 months from October, 1994, to June,
1995, 16 people were killed.

(2) In 0k Tzdi 400 square kilometres of forest and 80 kilometres of river downstream
from the mine have been drastically affected, with that stretch of the 0k Tedi River
effectively being totally devoid of aquatic fauna.

(3) In Grasberg/Ertsberg (aka Freeport) there is total destruction of the Ajkwa River
and its tributaries.

(4) At Marcopper 145 metric tonnes of tailings are spread over 50 kilometres of bay
floor; 35 kilometres of the Boal River is biologically dead.

(5) At Panguna (Bougainville) ail aquatic life in the 480 kilometre river systemi is dead.

The scale is very large, social impacts are large, and mining is accelerating.
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The principal beneficiaries and instigators of these changes and the associated impacts are the
large transnational companies, which have persuaded governments to subvert or abrogate their
national responsibilities to control minerai development." At the end of these presentations it
was agreed that the issue is 'what can we do about mining'nfot 'can we stop minilg'. There is a
need to distinguish between what is current and what is possible; it may be possible for mining
to be more sustainable. The issue remains how can we confront the large corporations; this is a
move fromn 'no to mining' to 'how do we engage the mining interests and companies to strive
for community sustainability. Perhaps this workshop should be called'Ecological
Sustainability and Mining'.

SHARING 0F CURRENT ISSUES

1. Mexico
"In Mexico there is a lot of concern about NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement).
One of the consequences of NAFTA is mining development and the growth of investment for
mining. In the past 6 years there has been $5 billion US mining investmnent by Canadian,
Ainerican, and Japanese companies. There has been 50,000 square miles of mining
concession for gold, silver and other minerais. The strategy is to: (1) appiy pressure to achieve
environmental standards, e.g. lobby Congress and other govemnments, and (2) increase
cooperation and commiunicationlbetween trade unions, and civil society in general, for
solidanity in applying miles to mining. To acheive these goals NGOs from more developed
countries have a great responsibility."

2. Philippines
"I the cordillera, concerns for indigenous people have always been about land. In tenus of
miing, the govemment allows mining compamies to operate on indigenous land but refuses to
recognize indigenous land riglits. Mining is a bigger burden for indigenous people now. An
alarming trend is the free and open access for miming compamîes and related to them. the
human riglits' violations. Indigenous people are not against mining per se because we do it
ourselves however we are against large-scale mining which destroys the mountains and water.
Traditional mining methods bave been proven to be sustainable. Another question for us
however is 'what are the companies going to do with ahl that gold?'; we understand where it is
going when we mine it. A major concern for us is the role of the United Nations' agencies; for
exampie, the UNDP has promoted mining and hosted mining companies in the Philippines to
see what our country lias to offer."

"On the island of Marinduque 50% of the island lias been destroyed by Marcopper; this
includes forest, coastal zones, and production systems from the uplands to the coast. 40% of
the protein source used to be from the river; one year later there is absoluteiy no change at al
in the damage to the river and the water system. The people have oniy received some small
infrastructure (water) from the company. The biggest problem is the lack of health benefits
and up to now there are 40 cases of people with lead poisoning. The company's response was
that they would not provide money for medication and testing because the Philippines'
governiment had made it allowable to dunip tailings where they did. Unfortunately the local
community had no control over the mining and the resources. As well the province oniy
received a small share of the money while the national government gained lots of money. The
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company even received a 5-year tax holiday on investments from this mine. In this case the
state would flot regulate the mining company and would flot return the profits to the people.
The key issue is who was the operating company (flot who o'wned it or who the stockholders
are) and it bas been consistently Placer Dome over the past 20 years. Now the community
wants Placer Dome to do something about ail the damage."

"A fturther question on this is: what is the Asian Development Bank (ADB) doing, makinig
loans to Marcopper to develop copper mines, while at the saine time, making loans to
rehabilitate the damaged watershed from, copper mining?"

3. Papua New Guinea
"Minung, specifically by Placer Dome, is causing environmiental. damage by their 'disposai
method. The PNG government made legfisiation to prohibit locals (who live downstream) from
makung legal cases overseas against the companies. For us, this is flot just. Mine taîlings are
di sposed directly into the environment, iLe. rivers and ocean, and this is our source of
livelihood. Many people have been affected but particularly the indigenous people. Other new
legisiation says that everything under the land belongs to the govemnment and this is directly
agahnst indigenous land dlaims. The feeling now, in PNG, is that if you say anything against
the state you will be in trouble."

"The Melanesian Trust is an umbrella organiztion of community groups and NGOs which
provides linkages and networkung about environmental issues related to mining."

4. Canada
"'We have a lot of environmental issues due to minung. One of the most common problems is
acid drainage, which contributes to toxcic waste sites, even though the companies supposedly
have highly advanced technology to work with. At present the dlean-up bill for abandoned
-mines is $6 billion Cdii. We do have an Environmental Assessment Process which in theory is
world-leading however ini reality is very flawed. The mimng industry and associations played
a major role for deregulation and this has degraded the environmental system; the main push
was by the Mining Association of Canada. While we have a number of good laws there is a
complete breakdown in the ability to monitor and enforce them. We need community
solidarity with both technical and legal advice."

"Since APEC people say that they are moving towards 'sustainable energy' this can only mean
nuclear. We need to work together to orchestrate campaigns against uranium minung and the
Candu reactor. We need to expose Placer Dome and the nuclear waste hazard."

5. Indonesia
"The acceleration of muning ini Indonesia is very fast. The main concerns are coal and gold
mining. There are 3 main problems:

(a) The mining policy of the government of Indonesia basically says that ail proceeds
of muning activity belong to the people of Indonesia but in practice the proceeds seem
to belong to mainly transnational corporations.
(b) There is no place for traditional or small-scale mining. For example, for the Dayak
people of Kalimantan mining has always been part of their life but now many go to Jail
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for mining and, in many cases, once arrested, their land is given to transnational
corporations.
(c) There are huge environental problems, for example, the cutting of forests, mine
tailings in the rivers, and the sea now an acceptable alternative by some companies for
the dumping of tailings."

"Australian and Indonesian NGOs are campaigning together about mining issues. Their
strategy is to:

(a) focus on specific mines,
(b) have common research,
(c) have 2 campaigns simultaneously in Australia and Indonesia,
(d) set up local, provincial, and national networks,
(e) work on governiment changes in Jakarta,
(f) have letter campaigns in Australia, and
(g) bning Indonesian activists to Australia."

6. Tibet
"There are very serious issues, for example:

(a) environmental problems (The water resources are being polluted.),
(b) human rights' violations (Land appropriation is common.),
(c) uranium mining (This is a special concern because 50% of the world's uranium
deposits are in Tibet.),
(d) political concernis (China is intent on eradicating Tibetans and increased investment
in mining is part of this plan)."

7. Vanuatu
"A Comprehensive Reforms' Programn is going on in Vanuatu to implement structural
adjustment policies and to make legisiative changes. These are promoted by the UND)P and
the ADB. This will affect the land and the people. However there is a lack of information
even for participation in these matters. The people need information to deal with the mining
comparies. That is why this forum is important. This seems to be a'time' for exploration and
while th~e companiies are exploring for gold and silver the land-owners are not fainiliar with
mining and the long-term consequences."

8. Chile
"There are many large mining investments recently in Chule and particularly by Canadian
companies. Now joint ventures' are popular. In northern Chile, in the highlands, the people are
especially dependent on water and the water is being taken for copper mines. This has led to

forced resettlement of people. There are many social impacts. In terms of sustainability, since
mîning has always been an aboriginal custom, the main problem is how the mining is done.
This is the direct influence on how sustainable the mining can b.
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9. USA and Australia
"There are many issues about mining in these countries but a very important point to be made
is that most new mines are on indigenous land." [Due to time constraints it was decided to not
focus on mining issues in these two countries.]

10. Japan
"Japan is particularly interested in APEC and has technical cooperation agreements wÎth many
countries. They are looking to APEC as a way to secure sources of minerais because they do
not have a large mining industry."

Mining Activities Within APEC (Nedjo Rogers, Environental Mining Council of BC)

"Although there are only 18 economiîes in APEC they include a high percentage of the world's
population and gross domestic product. APEC is an 'economic power' in the world and there
are sharp divisions between the countries. The primary investment in nming cornes from the
USA, Australia, and Canada. The objectives of APEC are:

(a) to facilitate investmnent, and
(b) to remoive barriers (for everything). Any actions taken by APEC affect mimung. The
Group of Experts on Minerais and Energy Exploration and Development (GEMEED)
was formed and is managed under the auspices of the APEC Regional Energy
Cooperation Working Group. It is based in Chule and bas met three times. We should
address this coniiittee since sustainable and environmental, impacts of mining are a
focus of their group."

"Generally speaking the link to mining in each country is via the Energy M-inisters."

Mining and its Impact (David Chambers - Centre for Science and Public Participation -

Montana, USA)
"There are many technical issues and trends m 'modemn miming' and [something called]
'hest practices'hlas evolved. These changes have an incremental benefit to the
environent. No mine will employ ail of the 'best practices' or new technologies but
usually there is a mix; the question however.will always be, waill 'best practices' be
used to stop a mine or to improve a mine?

In a 'best practice' we should scrutinize:
(1) the probability of applying the technology successfully; for example, dealing with
tailings could be relatively simple while building water treatment plants is complex;
(2) the consequences if the technology fails; and
(3) the ability of the mining company to successfully apply the technology; for
example, large companies usually have a plan but the junior mining companies usually
do flot have the money to do it.

Some of the emerging 'best practi ces' are:
(1) paste backfilling,
(2) dry tailings disposaI,
(3) geosynthetic clay liner (GCL).
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Some examples of new technologies that have potential major drawbacks are:
(1) disposai of acid generatrng material (PAG) in natural lakes and rivers (This is
prohibited in North America.);
(2) solvent extraction - electrowinning (SX-EW) in copper mining;
(3) passive/biologic water treatment systems;
(4) land application disposai (LAD).

It is important to note the investmnent practices of the mining company and what, from a policy
stand-point, they want to have happen to the environment in which the mine is located."

Other Comments
1. "There should be an international convention on mining."

2. "Codes of conduct are not legally-binding. "

3. "There should be sanctions on mining companies who do flot meet international mining
standards. "

4. "We need a more whoiistic perspective on miming, for example a Law of the Underground,
similar to the Law of the Sea."

5. "We need to use United Nations' instruments and conventions to apply to mining activities
in all countries."

6. 'lit is very important for the envirormentai movement to work with the union moivement
and not pit environmientalists against labour."

7. "International Commercial Arbitration (ICA) is a way to determine compensation due to

damage by minîng."

8. Itlt is flot acceptable that corporations have more power than govermments."

9. "The Steelworkers' Huinanity Fund exists for faimess, equity and justice in mining

practices, and practices fair trade principles."

10. "There is a need for global links of union to union."

1l. "it is necessary to focus on secondary industries in the communities where mining takes
place, e.g. at a diamond mine in the Northwest Territories, in Canada, sorting wihl happen
locally."

12. "There is a need for consumer education; for example, 80% of the world's gold goes to
jewellery and gold mining has a danger to it."
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13. "Civil society should have more input into international trade."

14. "The APEC agenda should be opened to social, environmental, and human rights' groups."
f

15. "The APEC Ministers must be presented with case studies of damage resulting from
mining.",

16. "Work bas been done on an international network on miming initiative s, by the
Environmental Mining Council of British Columbia, Project Underground (San Francisco),
and the Minerai Policy Institute (Australia)."

17. "At Peoples' Sumînits such as this, it is very important that we be consistent fromn one
APEC-round to the next e.g. Manila last year, Vancouver this year, and Kuala Lumpur next
year."i

STATEMENT FRom THE SESSION ON MNINMG
Preamble:
At the Mining Session of the Sustaiability Issues Forum activists from around the world
gathered to make the following recommendations regardmng policy options as well as
commitments to building transnational citizen power to expose the mining industry in the
APEC economies.

The goal Is té change the mlning industry Into one which puts people, notprofi:, first.

Policy Recommendations:
(1) No exemptions to national laws should be given under the auspices of APEC. Regional
economic integration should not be an excuse to exempt companies from local laws pertaining
to workers' rights, indigenous peoples' nghts, community rights, or the environment. The state
must not give sovereignty to multinational companies at the expense of the people and the
land. Where weak mining laws and regulatory framneworks have been introduced, only in order
to open up countries to mining investment or make them more competitive, these laws should
be repealed and replaced with systems reflecting community needs, for example, the
Philippines' Mining Act of 1995.

(2) Policy ftameworks and laws concerning miming should respect basic pnnciples mncluding:
the right of fully-infonned, prior consent, of commtmities facing minerai development, the
right of self-determination and equity of indigenous communities in mining development, the
land rights of indigenous people, the nights of workers, union and non-union, the night of the
commumty around mines to a safe and healthy env ronent, best protected tbrough the
implementation of the highest standards of environînental management, worker and
community consultation.

(3) Leaders of ail govemnments in APEC should discipline and regulate companies unwilling
to conformn to equal standards of environental and social protection in ail counitries in an
effort to stop companies from practicing double-standards. For example, Placer Dome, a
Canadian corporation, should be macle to accept responsibility for comprehensive dlean-up
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and compensation of communities at Calancan Bay on Marindique (Marcopper mine) in the
Philippines and at the Strickland river district (Porgera mine) in Papua New Guinea.

(4) None of the APEC economies (countries) should sign the Multilateral Agreement on
Investmnent (MAI). This agreement would restrict the ability of ail levels of govemnment 10 act
in the interests of its citizens. It would create new raies to curtail the power of democratically
elected governments and to give power t0 appointed international tribunals.

Conclusion:
Ini an effort 10 build citizen power, to challenge the corporate dominance of the mining sector,
we will: develop and support infrastructure from the grassroots' level of landowners to the
mainstream policy NOOs dealing with just and sustainable mining policy and practice; work
with the labour movement who have access to the mines and a model for international
solidarity; develop a rapid response capacity 10

(1) alert the greater comnlunity about those facing harassment, and
(2) pressure govemnments and companies 10 live up 10 the demands set out in Ibis session and

by civil society more generally; begi n the job of 'networking' by identifying
(1) activists in communities threatened by mining,
(2) resources and resource people in NGOs working on mining issues, and
(3) ways 10 share the 'brain-trust' that is found amongst ourselves and others; begin 10 work

with exîsting community networks who have a focus on mining, including those of women,
indigenous people, human rights' organizations and labour, with the goal 10 expand this
network; create systems to support the work of these groups and activists, including
(1) a bibliography of mining resources,
(2) a database on international miming companies and policies, and
(3) fundraisîng.
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1 AGRICULTURE

Ms. Farida Akuter
UBINIG-Policy Research for Development Alternative
5/3 Baraba Mahanpu Ring Road Shaynoli, Dhaka
Tel: 880-2-811465 Fax: 880-2-813065

Rev. Clayton Arkesteyn-Vogler
Trinity Memorial United Church
33737 Hazel Street Abbotsford, BC
Tel: 604-853-2591 Fax: 604-853-3631

Canada

Bangladesh 1207

V2S 2M4

Mr. Herb Barbolet
FarmFolkCityFolk
#208 - 2211 West 4th Avenue Vancouver, BC Canada V6K 4S2
Tel: 604-730-0450 Fax: 604-730-0451 E-mail: herbb@alternatives.com

Natividad Y. Bernardino
Binhi Agricultural Resource Foundation
Philippines

Mr. Thomas Brasel
Simon Fraser University
#307-6577 Royal Oak Avenue Burnaby, BC
Tel: 604-438-6706 E-mail. tbrasel@sfu.ca

Canada V5H 3P3

Ms. Daphne V. Candelaria
Philippine Partnership for the Development of Human Resources in Rural Areas
Philippines
Tel: 063-32-254-4466 Fax: 063-32-253-6289 E-mail:
philIdhra@durian.usc. edu. ph
Ms. Juana Carvajari
Via Campisia Sazie # 1915 Santiago, Chile
Tel: 862-698-8407

Mr. Oscar Castillo
PAKISAMA
2nd Floor, CCS Building, SDC, Ateneo de Manila Univ., Loyola Heights
Quezon City Philippines 1108
Tel: 924-46-01 local 2709/2735 Fax: 632-924-40-83 E-mail: pakisama@mozcom.com

Ms. Kim Chaba
Student Christian Movement of Canada
#409 -11041 109 Street Edmonton, AB Canada
Tel: 403-425-1281 E-mail: kchaba@gpusrv.ualberta.ca

Mr. Orval Chapinan
BC Council for international Cooperation
226 - 8880 Jones Road Richmond, BC
Tel: 604-278-2543

Canada

T5H 3C3

V6Y 3Z1



Mr. Helge Christie
GATT WTO Campaigu
N - 2540 Tolga, Norway N -2540
Tel: 47-62496039 Fax: 47-62496096 E-mail: hchristie@nn.apc.org

Ms. Jean Christie
RAFI
71 Banik Street
Tel: 613-567-6880

Ottawa, ON Canada KIP 5N2
Fax: 613-567-6884 E-mail: rafican@web.net

Ms. Sasha Courville
National Centre for Development Studies
EMD, J.G. Crawford Blvd, ANU Caniberra, Australia 0200
Tel: 61-6-249-3913 Fax: 61-6-249-5570 E-mail: sasha@ncds.anu.edu.au

Ms. Auc de Ita
CECCAM
Lombardo Toledano 62 - 2B Mexico D.F. Mexico 01050
Tel: 525-6611925 Fax: 525-6615398 E-mail: ceccame@laneta.apc.org

Ms. Annette Desmarais
Oxfam-Canada Global Agriculture Project
250C - 2nd Avenue South Saskatoon, SK Canada S7K 2M1
Tel: 306-242-4097 Fax: 306-664-6226 E-mail: nfu@sk.sympatico.ca

Dr. Harry Edward English
Centre for Trade Policy and Law, Carleton University
Carleton University Ottawa, ON Canada KI S 5B6
Tel: 613-521-5438 Fax: 613-520-3981

Ms. Clamencia Gomez
Oxfam Canada
1620 Semlin Drive Vancouver, BC
Tel: 604-253-3006

Canada

Ms. Elaine Henderson
Oxfam Canada
#300 - 294 Albert Street Ottawa, ON Canada
Tel: 613-237-1698 E-mail: ainericas@oxfam.ca

Ms. Victoria Inskip
Trinity Memonial United Church
33737 Hazel Street Abbotsford, BC
Tel: 604-853-2591 Fax: 604-853-3631

Mr. Brewster Kneen
32463 Beaver Drive Mission, BC
Tel: 604-820-4270 Fax: 604-820-4270

Canada

Canada
E-mail:

K1P 6E6

V2S 2M4

V2V 5R3
bkneen@rapidnetnet
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Clanis Kuhling
CUSO/Council of Canadians
Saskatoon, SK Canada

Mr. John Lampitt
Fanners' World Network
Thelsford Farm, Charlecote Warwick, England United Kingdom CU35 9EJ (England)
Tel: 44-01926-624545 Fax: 44-01926-624545

Ms. Karen Lehman
Institute for Agriculture & Trade Policy
210 - lst Avenue South, Trade Policy (IATP) Minneapolis, IvIN USA 55404
Tel: 612-870-3454 Fax: 612-870-4846 E-mail: <klehman@iatp.org>

Mr. Ronaldo Liamas
BISIG
40 Aramismis Street, Proj. 7 Quezon City,
Tél: 632-3710060 Fax: 632-9217802

Philippines

Mr. Paul Mably
36 - 1132 Johnson Street
Tel: 250-385-6500

Victoria, BC Canada

Ms. Maria Teresa "Angel" Mateo
REAPS
87 EDSA, VCCP Quezon City, Philippines 1101
Tel: 632-411-60-60 E-mail: blue@webquest.com

Mr. Farhad Mazhar
UBINIG-Policy Research for Development Altematie
5/3 Baraba Mahanpu Ring Road Shaynoli, Dhaka
Tel: 880-2-811465 Fax: 880-2-813065

Bangladesh

Ms. Michelle Melnyk
National Farmers Union
250C, 2nd Avenue South
Tel: 306-652-9465 Fax:

Saskatoon, SK
306-664-6226

Canada S7K 2M1

Pascal Mera
Oxfam Canada
3157 West 3rd Avenue Vancouver, B3C Canada
Tel: 604-739-3494 E-mail: fmnera@starcom.com

Mr. Harris Putra Muhammnad
Serikat Petani Sumatera Utara
JI, KH Mas Mansyur 34 C Kisaran North Sumnatra Indonesia 21216
Tel: 62-623-44283 Fax: 62-623-41366 E-mail: smntesa@sumfut.flusa.0r.id

(Agficulture)
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Ms. Sophia Murphy
Institute for Agriculture & Trade Policy
2 10 - 1 st Avenue South, Trade Policy (IATP) Minneapolis, MN USA 55404
Tel: 612-870-3454 Fax: 612-870-4846 E-mail: <smurphy@iatp.org>

Mr. Avadhoot Nadkarni
Center of Concern, India
3700 13th Street NE Washington, DC USA 20017
Tel: 202-635-2757, ext. 32 Fax: 202-832-9494 E-mail: vraigc.apc.org

Dr. M.D. Nanjunda Swamy
Karnataka State Farmers Association
2111, 7-A Cross, 3rd Main, Vijayawagar 2nd Stage Bangalore lndia 560 040
Tel: 91-80-3300965 Fax: 91-80-3302171 E-mail: swamny.krrs@axcess.net.in

M%4. Wayne Nelies
Sustainable Development Research Institute
PO Box 33739 Station D Vancouver, BC Canada V6J 4L6
Tel: 604-822-4644 Fax: 604-732-6086 E-mail: wnelles@sdri.ubc.ca

Ms. Ana Maria Nemenzo
ISIS Intemational-Manila & Womnanhealth Philippines
PO Box 35, U.P. Diliman Quezon City Philippines '1101
Tel: 632-922-1825 (H)/ 411-7755 (W) Fax: 632-922-1825 (H) /928-3276 (W)
E-mail: womanhealth@phil.gn.apc.org

Mr. Sasa Ngenge
Lou Island Community Development and Awareness Team
P.O. Box 549, Lorengau Manus Province Papua New Guinea

Ms. Martha Ochoa
DESMI, A. C.
Flavio A. Pinagua No. 79 San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas Mexico 29200
Tel: 967-8-12-48 Fax: 967-8-12-48 E-mail: desmiac@laneta.apc.org

Mr. Jose Oliver Pacres
APWSL (Phils) - KPP
470 Gen. Luna St. Intramuros, Manila Philippines
Tel: 527-4154 /527-4155 Fax: 527-5418

Ms. Cynthia Patterson
Rural Dignity of Canada Box 54 Barachois de Maîbare, PQ Canada GOC 1IAO
Tel: 418-645-2715 Fax: 418-645-3766 E-mail: ruraldig@globetrotter.qc.ca

Mr. Sundaram Joseph Prabhu
Dalit Agricultural Labourers Movement
c/o ARP. 59 - East Mada Church Road, Royapuram Chennai (Madras) India 600 013
Tel: 91-44-595-4183 Fax: 91-44-595-0052

(Apriculture)



Mr. Domingo Rain
Conseji de Toablas Tierras
Lautaru 234 Chile CAS 448
Tel: 235697 Fax: 235697

Ms. Martene Ramirez
PhilDHRRA
J9 C, Salvador St, Layala Heights QC Philippines
Tel: 632-426-0702 Fax: 632-426-0385 E-mail: phildhrra@netasia.net

Ms. Mary Rawson
WILPP
1406 Woodland Drive Vancouver, BC Canada V5L 3S6
Tel: 604-251-2908

Ms. Alicia Raymundo
Sentro Para Sa Tunay Na Repormang Agraryo (SENTRA)
26 Mabuhay Street, Teachers' Village Quezon City Philippines 1101
Tel: 632-4353192 Fax: 632-4353192 E-mail: knip@maiL.info.com.ph

Ms. Sarojemi Rengam
Pan Asia-Pacific
PO Box 1170 10850 Penang Malaysia
Tel: 604-6570271 Fax: 604-6577445 E-mail: panap@panap

Ms. Willow Rodgers
CUSO
802-207 West Hasting Street Vancouver, BC Canada V6B 1H6
Tel: 604-683-2099 Fax: 604-683-8536 E-mail: cusobc@web.net

Ms. Tomoko Sakomna
People's Forum 2001
Maruko Bldg. 1 -20 -6 Higashineno Taito-ku, Tokyo Japan 110
Tel: 813-3834-2436 Fax: 813-3834-2406 E-mail: qmj02lI56@niflyserve.or.jp

Mr. Jose Jorge Santiago S.
DESMI, A.C.
Flavio A. Paniagua No. 79 San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas Mexico 29200
Tel: 967-8-12-48 Fax: 967-8-12-48 E-mail: desmiacglaneta.apc,.org

Ms. Rosalinda Santiz Diaz
K'Inal Antsetik
A. C. Umlversidad 4 1900, Edif 19 Depto. 10 1 Col. Oxtopuicko Universidad
Mexico D.F. Mexico 04310
Tel: 658-28-16/539-4377 E-mail: kinal@laneta.apc.org

Dr. Kenneth Sharpe
Swartbmore College
Swarthmore, PA USA 19081
Tel: 610-328-8101(Arulre



Ms. Heidi Shuter
307, 2211 West 2nd Avenue Vancouver, BC Canada V6K 1H8
Tel: 604-730-7142 Fax: 604-730-8659 E-mail: hshuter@interchg.ubc.ca

Mr. Danilo Songco
Caucus of Development NGO Networks (CODE)
2/F JGS Building, Scout Tuazon cor. Dr. Lascano Sts. Quezon City Philippines 1103
Tel: 632-411-8813 Fax: 632-372-3488 E-mail: codengo@amanet.net

Mr. Jaime Tadeo
Demnocratic Peasant Movement of the Philippines
175 D. Sct. Fuentebella Ext., Diliman Quezon City Philippines
Tel: 632-411-4049 Fax: 632-924-3767 c/o PPI E-mail: ppi@qinet.net

Mr. Fred Tait
National Farmers Union
Box l8Rossendale, MB Canada R0H I CO
Tel: 204-252-2773 Fax: 204-252-2773

Dr. Swee-hin Toh
CIED ROOM 7-104 ED. North, University of Alberta Edmonton, AB Canada T6G 2G5
Tel: 403-492-2556 Fax: 403-492-762 E-mail: s.h.toh@ualberta.ca

Ms. Marion M. Villanueva
Philippine Development Assistance Program
#310, 130 Siater Street Ottawa, ON Canada KIP 6E2
Tel: 613-235-7144 Fax: 613-235-0142 E-mail: nmnvll@ibm.net

Mr John Wilcox
F.A.R.M
Duck Creek Farm, 134 Tnipp Road Saltspring Island, BC Canada V8K 1K5
Tel: 250-537-5220 Fax: 250-537-5220

(Agnculture)



AQUACULTUREIFISHERIES

Mr. Fanis Ahmed
5849 Evenstar Court Mississauga, ON Canada L5M 4V4
Tel: 905-542-0032 E-mail: faris@comnet.ca

Mr. Mitch Anderson
Sierra Legal Defense
Vancouver, BC Canada

Mr. Clifford Atleo
Nuu-Chah-Nulth
3546 HuIT?? Port Aiberni, BC Canada V9Y 8B4
Tel: 250-723-7881 Fax: 250-723-1393 E-mail: catleo@cedar.alberni.net

Mr. Dave Batleer
Mangrove Action Project
4649 Sunnyside Avenue Seattle, WA USA 98003
Tel: 545-1158 E-mail: dbatker@seanet.com

Mr. Terry Brown
Fish Information Survey
Vancouver, BC Canada

Ms. Binny Buchori
Yayasan Hualopu, CUSO Board
JI. Dr. J. Leimena, Hative Besar Ambon Indonesia 97000
Tel: 62-911-69258 Fax: 62-911-69258 E-mail: binny@ambon.wasantara.net.id

Ms. Mae Burrows
T. Buck Suzuki Environmnental Foundation
Burnby, BC Canada

Mr. Bruce Burrows
United Fishermen and Allied Workers Union
Canada

Ms. Myrna Carlos
Nationwide Coalition of Fisherfolk for Aquatic Reformn (NACFAR)
P.O. Box 1390 QCCPO Quezon City Philippines 1153
Tel: 632-920-5824 Fax: 632-433-7514 E-mail: nacfar@mnl. seque1. net

Ms. Cecilia Cherrez
Accion Ecologica
Alejandro Valdez 301 y La Gasca, P.Q.B. 17-15-246C Quito Ecuador
Tel: 593-2-230676 Fax: 593-2-230676 E-mail: verde@hoy.net



Mr. Rob Cooper
David Suzuki Foundation
219-2211 West 4th Avenue Vancouver, BC
Tel: 604-732-4228 Fax: 604-732-0752

Ms. Debby Cote
CUSO
400-2255 Carling Avenue Ottawa, ON
Tel: 613-829-7445 Fax: 613-829-7996

Mr. Roger Crowther
Canadian Auto Workers
326-12th Street, 2nd Floor New Westmi
Tel: 604-522-7911 Fax: 604-522-8975

Ms. Isabel De La Torre
Mangrove Action Project
4649 Sunnyside Avenue North, Suite 321
Tel: 206-545-1137 Fax: 206-545-4498

Mr. Dan Edwards
West Coast Sustainability Association
Ucluelet, BC Canada

Canada V6K 4S2
E-mail: rcooper@uvic.ca

Canada
E-mail:

inster, BC

K2B 1A6
debby.cote@cuso.ca

Canada V3M 4H6

Seattle, WA USA 98103
E-mail: mangroveap@igc.org

Mr. Jim Enright
Yadfon Association
16/4 Rakchan Road Trang Thailand
Tel: 66-75-219-737 Fax: 66-75-219-327

Mr. Faruq Faisel
South Asia Partnership
#200 - 1 Nicholas Street Ottawa, ON
Tel: 613-241-1333 Fax: 613-241-1129

92000
E-mail:

Canada
E-mail:

Mr. Cameron Ferrie
Maxwell International Bahai School
Bag 1000 Shawnigan Lake, BC Canada
Tel: 250-743-9508

yadfon@loxinfo.co.th

KIN 7A7
sap@webnet

VOR 2WO

Mr. Peter Gilespie
Inter Pares
58 Arthur Street
Tel: 613-563-4801

Ottawa, ON Canada
Fax: 613-594-4704

KIR 7B9

Ms. Christine Hayvice
CAW Lower Mainland Environment Council
Canada

(Aquacuture/Fisheries)



Ms. Cecile ilelten
SPEC
307 - 1208 Bidwell Street
Tel: 604-682-4708

Ms. Gail Hochachka
Si erra Youth Coalition
115 Hilltop Drive JOr
Tel: 250-646-2505 E-ni

Vancouver, BC

[an River, BC Canad-
ail: gailh@i slandnet. con

Canada

VOS ILO

Ms. Patricia Houlihan
West Coast Environmental Law
100 1-207 West Hastings Street Vancouver, BC Canada
Tel: 604-684-7378 Fax:- 604-684-1312 E-mail: phoulihan@wcel.org

Mr. Jason Hunter
Nautilus Institute for Security and Sustainable Development
1831 Second Street Berkeley, CA USA 947 10
Tel: 510-204-9296 Fax: 510-204-9298 E-mail: jhunter@nautilus.org

Ms. Barbara Johnson
CUSO
802 - 207 West Hastings Street Vancouver, BC Canada
Tel: 604-683-2099 Fax: 604-683-8536 E-mail: cusobc@web.net

VJ6B 1H7

VT6B 1H7

Ms. Khusbi Kabir
Nijera Kori
3/3 Block-A, Lalmatia Dhaka Bangladesh 1207
Tel: 880-2-811372 Fax: 880-20822250 E-mail: nijekoridhaka.agn.com

Ms. Annie Labaj
CAW
205 Placer Court
Tel: 416-497-4110

Willowdale, ON
Fax: 416-495-6554.

canad
E-mail:

M2H 3H9
cawint@caw.ca

Mr. David Lane
T. Buck Suzuki Environmental Foundation
Burnaby, BC Canada

Ms. Andy Lynch
CUSO
Vanuatu

Jorge Varela Marquez
Honduras

Ms. Nadya Melig
Maxwell International Bahai Sohool
Bag 1000 Shawnigan Lake, BC
Tel: 250-743-9508

Canada VOR 2W0
(AquacultureFisheies)



Mr. Garth Mireau
United Fishermen and Atlied Workers/Canadian Autoworkers Union
Nanaimo, BC Canada

Ms. Amber Paul
3621 West 3 1 st Avenue Vancouver, BC Canada
Tel: 604-222-9867 E-mail: amberpau@unÎxg.ubc. ca

V6S IYI

Mr. Aifredo Quarto
Mangrove Action Project,
4649 Sunnyside Avenue North, Suite 321
Tel: 206-545-1137 Fax: 206-545-4498

Ms. Meenakshi Raman
Consumers Association of Penang
228 Macalister Road Penang
Tel: 6-04-229-3511 Fax: 6-04-229-8106

Seattle, WA USA 98103
E-mail: Mangroveap@aol.com

Malaysia 10400
E-mail: elawrmalaysia@igc.apc.org

Us. Angela Ricknîan
Sierra Club (Ottawa) Canada

Mr. Richard Salvador
Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific
2424 Maile Way, Porteous 640 Honolulu, Hawai' 96822
Tel: 808-956-8141 Tel: 808-956-6877 E-mail: salvador@hawaii.edu

Ms. Kathy Scarfo
West Coast Troll
491 Beaver Point Road sait Spring, BC
Tel: 250-653-9207 E-mail: kathy@saltspring

Canada

Mr. Andrew Scott
International Development Research Centre
Brooks Site C23, RR2 Halfmnoon Bay, BC Canada VON lYO
Tel: 604-885-3082 Fax: 604-885-3082 E-mail: -a-scott@sunshine.net

Mr. Lopei Senituli
Pacific Concerns Resource Centre
83 Amy Street, Toorak, Private Mail Bag
Tel: 679-304-649 Fax: 679-304-755

Suva Fiji
E-mail: pcrc@is.com.fj

Mr. Steven Shrybman
West Coast Environmental Law
100 1-207 West Hastings Street Vancouver, BC Canada V6B 1H7
Tel: 604-684-7378 Fax: 604-684-1312 E-mail: sshrybmtan@wcel.org

Mr. Grant Snell
Community Fisheries Development Centre
Boundary Bay USA

(Aquaculture/Fisheries)



Mr. Delyse Sylvester
CUSO
802-207 West Hasting Street Vancouver, BC Canada V6B I H6
Tel: 604-683-2099 Fax: 604-683-8536 E-mail: dms@web.net

Mr. Frank Tester
CUSO/University of BC
School of Social Work, UBC, 2080 West Mal
Tel: 604-822-2100

Vancouver, BC Canada V6T IZ2

Mr. Bian Vincent
NW Ecosystem Alliance
1421 Comwall, ft201 Bellingham, WA
Tel: 360-671-9950 Fax: 360-671-8429

USA 98225
E-mail: bvincent@ecosystem.org

Mr. Tom Wayte
Canada

Ms. Alisa Wheeler
CUSO
102 - 10421 93 Street Edmonton, AB Canada T5H 1X5
Tel: 403-425-6599 E-mail: ALISAWHEELER@compuserve.com

Mr. Ron Wheeler
CUSO
102 - 10421 93 Street
Tel: 403-425-6599

Edmonton, AB Canada T511 1X5

Ms. Loretta Woodcock
Canadian Air Local of CAWILower Mainland Environent Council
Vancouver, BC Canada

(Aquaculture/Fisherie)



CITIES

Ms. Devina Bahadoorsingh
Department of Planning, University of Toronto
4 Devonshire Place Toronto, ON Canada M5S 2E1
Tel: 416-598-2668 E-mail: devina.bahoorsingh@utoronto.ca

Mr. John Beltz
Council of Canadians
435 E Kings North Vancouver, BC Canada V7N 1JI
Tel: 604-985-5039

Ms. Lillith Bliss-Brook
CUSO/Council of Canadians
#4 - 610 Albert Avenue Saskatoon, SK Canada S7N 1G7
Tel: 306-653-2947 E-mail: labl29@mail.usask.ca

Mr. Michael Bloomfield
Harmony Foundation
1183 Fort Street Victoria, BC Canada V8V 3L1
Tel: 250-380-3001 Fax: 250-380-0887 E-mail: harmony@islandnet.com

Ms. Anne Bosch
207 Carisbrooke Crescent North Vancouver, BC Canada V7N 2S2
Tel: 604-988-8088 Fax: 604-987-9188

Mr. Lorne Braun
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SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES FORUM
FINAL REPORT

F-ORUM SUMMARY

The Sustainability issues Forum (SIF) was held November 20, 1997, in Vancouver,
British Columbia, as part of the Peoples' Summit on APEC (Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation). Approximately 275 people attended the SIF and its five simultaneous
workshops on agriculture, aquaculture/fisheries, cities, forests and mining issues .

Participants came fromn varlous sectors and communities around the world - Asia, the
Pacific, Europe, Latin America and North America representing local activists, fishers,
farmers, academics, labour, religious ,environmental and development NGOs and the
community of Vancouver.

The SIF was co-hosted by the BC Council for International Cooperation, the Canadian
Council for International Cooperation (Asia-Pacific Working Group) and the
International Institute for Sustainable Development. Funded separately from the
Peoples' Summit, the StE secured diversified funding from 12 sources.

Several integrated themes emerged from the 5 workshops that indicate there are
profound similarities of the impact of APEC on communities in the South and the North.
Some examples of these common threads are:

The loss of sovereignty by local communities and peoples over resources and
the environment, and the threats to livelihoods of millions of people, especially

therefore





Common actions emnerged from thie five workshops which included:

+ organizing to re-gain community control of resources and livelihoods to
meet the need for re-dernocratîzation;

+ building capacity to increase knowledge to confront globalization processes;
+ increase the capacity for policy development to challenge macro-ecoflomiC

policies;
+ work on concreate alternatives in home countries north and south to

support policy advocacy;
+ increase the sharing of information and build international communications

networks by using technology, such as e-mail and the Internet. Examples
identified were the development of a rapid response capacity on mining and
an international agrarian reform campaign;

+ increase coalition-building and networking multi-sectorally, both
North/South and South/South, to broaden debates and campaigns. There is
a need te build strategic alliances and common strategies on actions such as
a food security convention.

In conclusion, participants at the SIF agreed there was a need te begin working
together now towards the next Peoples' Summit on APEC to be held in Malaysia in
.4 ntno %Ai lai mItlinrLr frr riran2tim iitnip-tçiflina and knowtedae of APEC and



INTRODUCTION:

On November 17-24, 1997, the Peoples' Summit on the Asia Pacific
Cooperation (APEC) was held at the Plaza of Nations in Vancouver, B.C.
umbrella of the Peoples' Summit a number of international forums and ot
workshoos and seminars took place. Issues discussed included human righ



focal point of media and public awareness at the Peoples' Summit.
Logistics in Vancouver were assisted by the SIF organizers. Collaboration with
Vision TV to produce and air a segment on the shrimp farming exhibit , related
issues and the photographer, Fanis Ahmed was arranged.by the SIF
coordinator. Education display tables were set up and each workshop provided
materials. The BCCIC web site provided information on the SIF and its
deliberations, and was hot tinked to other sites.

4. To provide options and a report to forward to the paraliel and officiai
1998 Malaysia Summits.

The S1F proceedings include an executive summary, recommendations and
reports from the 5 workshops. A participants list including, organizations,
sectors, addresses, fax, telephone and e-mail addresses for each workshop
will be circulated in March 1998. Copies will will be sent to the Malaysia

o~ci i.mrnit -nr' t APF:( nfficiAl ,,ummit oraanizers. It wilI also be
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documents in advance of the 31F which were included in the conference
package and distributed at registration for background reading.

PROGRAM ANALYSIS:

* A program framework was developed by the 31F advisory committee with
input from workshop organizers, sometimes referred to as stream leaders.

* Each workshop then developed their own program in liaison with the 31F
coordinator. lnitially some workshops were more advanced in their planning
than others, but each was prepared by Novem ber 2Oth.

* A 31F protocol was developed with input from the workshop organizers
(attachment #4).

* To focus the policy research and dialogue in the months before and during
the five workshops, each workshop was asked to develop policy questions.
The questions were distributed before the 31F as part of the conference
registration confirmation.

* To focus the workshop discussions, a common reporting format was developed
and given to workshop organizers and recorders(attachment #5). This assisted
editing and synthesizing the final proceedings and the integration of the policy
issues from the 5 workshops.

* An opportunity for political advocacy arose during the conference. A delegation
of Canadians and southerners from development and environmental sectors
met the Minister of Trade, Mr. Marchi, to discuss issues of mutuai concern. This
was organized by the SIF in liaison with DFAIT officiais.

CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED:

and
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they worked full time the 3 months up to the forum, thus volunteering additional
time. This should be taken into consideration for future events like this forum.

* More staff time than initially budgeted for was spent on fund-raising.
$89,490 was raised and the project came in on budget.

* The fact that the Asian financial crisis was occurring at the time of the
APEC summit was a dynamic that influenced both the officiai and parallel
conferences. Evening briefings by DFAIT were heipful in understanding
these changes.

LESSONS LEARNED:

1. The SIF did not manage to liaise wîth the Manila Summit(s) organizers
although attempts were made to receive documents on previous
sustainability issues discussions. Liaison with the.Malaysian Peoples'
Summit organizers is very important.

2. Policy capacity :There is a need for NGOs and academics to collaborate on
research, analysis and policy development. There needs to be increased
skills-training and capacity for NGOs to do policy work.

3. Differing agendas and reasons why people attend conferences should be
respected, anticipated and be part of the program planning. For example a
speaker's corner or seminar room for special issues and topics.

4. Multi-sector political advocacy strategies need more work.

5. Media coverage in the mîdst of multi- issues com'petition is a challenge. So is
communicating complex issues to decision-makers, the media and the public.



3. Participants recognized the need for stronger multi-sector collaborations to

enrich the dialogue, strengthen the political advocacy and complement
expertise.

4. Local and global issues were connected in the discussions (le. the shrimp
farming discussions combined the stronger analysis of southerners and the
more local, operational experiences of BC fishers)

5. Multi-sector participation (youth, women, academics,religious, developmeflt,
environment NGOs) was successful. (see participants list in proceediflgs)

6. Diversification of funding sources - There were 11 funders and registration

fees of $50 per person proved financial support from both north
and south delegates. Youth and some low income.participants had their fees

waived or reduced. BCCIC has new relationships to pursue with
foundations, cooperatives, NGOs, the federal and provincial governments. A

complete file of funders will be given to BCCIC for future reference.

7. Leadership opportunities for the youth volunteers and participants. Fifteen

youth volunteered their time to assist the SIF logistics coordinator. 18 % of thE
SIF participants were youth.

* _8. Coalition-building N/N, N/S and S/S. Strong links were made between the

American forest activists and those frornçanada. In the mining workshop



ATTACHMENTS:

Attachment Conference package
Media kit
Media report
SIF Protocol
Common reporting format
List of Advisory Committee, workshop, leaders and staff
Financial report including list of funders
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:ed to ensure that the greatest
will be available in hard copy in
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Sus
'UBLICITY REPORT
tainability Issues Forum

November 20*t 1997

PRESS KIT

Six presa releases were researchcd and w-ritten for the Sustainiabiiity Issues Foruin media
f'

canipaign. Ail relses were approved by the. forum's editoriai proes on Noven*oe3

The press kit includcd news reloases on:

a General
a Agricultu
* Aquacult,
* Cities
e Mining
0 Forcets

overali goals and themces of the fbrurn

r. - -- - -
led information on some dlthe key participants in the five
xts and a Sustainability Is&ueg Forum brochure.>

PHONE NO. » ge46756
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Global
o Gabriel Veto
* Tim Morris

Corey Howard -Newsworld/Pacife Rin Report

Chek TV
o Dave Byro - Judy Tyabji

PRINT:

Press kits sent to:

• Ming Pao
• Sing Tao
* Vancouver Sun
* Province
a Stephen Hume - Vancouver. Sun.
a Paul Luke - The Province
I Globe & Mail-- Miro Cernetic
o Ottawa Sun - News Wire for Sun Chain - Sean Durkan
. Georgia Straight

Fax broadcast of General Release to:

* Calgary Herald
o Toronto Star
* Ottawa Citizen
• Ottawa Sun
o Business in Vancouver
" Edmonton Journal
• Edmonton Sun
" The Evening Telegram
" The Financial Post
* The Globe & Mail
" The Montreal Gazette
" The Regina Leader
" Victoria Times Colonit
" Winnipeg Frec Press
" CTV National News Bureau

PHONE NO. : 9946756
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e Greenpeace Fouridîtion
a News Depanment - BCTV

*News Department - CKNW
e News Deslc - CDC Radio
a News Desk - BCTV
e News Desk - CBC Ncwswortd
a News Desk - Globe & Mvail
* Reuters News Service
a Georei Straight
e Southani News Service
a Sterling News Servic

I l auui&SUull LU UUlaLJtL tu ILU Ji WII à iiculàtIUULiW.., WV cJ.I=&cjJ£iC ut uIauM4abL tu

230 other cominunity media sources incduding: news papers and radio, cownmunity groups,
activists groups, foreat and ,ild1ufe imierests and womens groups (a lust of these je
avuilable upon requet)

RADIO:

Press Kits and fax broadcas to;

e Karen WcUlJs - CD C
e John Archer - CBC
0 Coop Radio
* CFM)
a CKWX
a Iiss FM
s*CFLUN
a CISL

ýe Vancouver Sun and CBC were conaçted regul arly for

PHONE NO. : 9646756
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*CBC Radio - John Archer - Producr for CBC News Service
*Tne Province - Catb*erine Beavis
*The Vancouver Sun - Daug Todd
* Aence France Presse - Melon iMaseratti

é, Frece Lance Radio Producer - Wirxwipe& University Circut
*Seattie Times
*CKNW - Ktrry Stefanson
*CHMBl - Chinese Radio

e The Gleanor
*B. C Business
*Free Lance Radio Producer - Brad Newcombe
*CKWX

A good article was prodLloed by Doug Todd of the Sun on Friday, Novemebr 21". To My
know1edge, thte radio spois by CBC, CKNW, C}flVf and CKW'X wore aired and 1there
was an article published in the Seattle Timtes..

SUMVARY

Considering the. massive amOwfls of information distributed io the national and local
iuedia througho'ut the weeks surrounding APEC, the caverage thec S1F received was ,good.
If a fbrum of this nature is organized again the foflowing improvements should bc taken
into conuideration:,

1, Better information organization. Details about key speakers, organizers and
workshop content shouîd made avuilable at luist four, w'ik in advance of the
forum. Thtis is needed fot interview sehedulus and story d"vlopmett.

2. More relaxed policiea towsrdý1-h levol goventment offcials and media. In
order for the. media ta report your message tbcy must. heur your Message

PHONE NO. : 9e46756
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SUSATNABRILITY ISSIIES-FORUM (SIF) - SIREM PROO

This protocol is based on the program, ,logistical and communications frameworks
developed by the advisory and SIF working groups and stream advisor's input.

Pri c~ipe-
- there are five (5) sustainability issues to be addressed at the SIF
- other issues to be included within these discussions in an integ-rated manner
- streams follow-up on the declarations and findings of the 1996 Manila meetings
- the policy dialogue and, public awareness actions must be relevant to, APEC
- streams are conitted to international outreach
- geographic and gender balance in participation at the SIF

Oxganizahn
- the S1F begins at 8:30 arn and ends at 9pmn on November 2Oth in the BC Room of
the Plaza of Nations

-in addition the SIF has three break-out rooms for stream discussions
-the BC room will hold approximately 250 people at roundtables
-the opening plenary will have a presenter /speaker from each of the 5 streams

-the SIF will be responsible for organizing logistical support for November 2Oth

(roundtables, AV, display tables, etc., refreshments and a light lunch)
- the SIF will provide facilitators and recorders for each of the roundtables
- the streamns organize the discussions for November 2Oth (questions,etc.)
- each streamn (and other sustainability issues if requested) will organize the
display I table for their issue

- pramn framework has been developed for the SIF and is outlined on the SIF
brochure
- streamns will provide discussion questions for the policy dialogue roundtables
- streamns will assist with speakers for the streams and the overaîl SIF program
- the programn task group will approve, co-chairs, speakers and presenters

Parficipaî=
- the People's Sumînit (PS) on APEC is an international conference
- tht- PS reauests that 50% of the tarticivants be from the south and 54% be womnen



- the SIF will work with the PS to secure sponsorship assistance for SIF participants
- the S1F will assist with speakers and presenters fees, also, facilitators and recorders.
- each stream will be provided with up to $2,000 for communications, honorariums
and other expenses related to the November 2Oth forum (subject to funding)

- a financial report for the $2,000 will be provided by each stream to the SIF
coordinator for final reporting to funders
- stream advisors will assist with travel expenses for southerri delegates where
possible

-the S1F has a communications strategy and plan for activities before, during and
after the SIF
- the SIF coordinator will liaise with the streams and spokes people re media
- press kits on the SIF will be sent out prior to the forum
- members of the press will be invited to the SIF
- rndividual streams may wish to do their own media - this would be done in
communication with the SIF (and other streamfs) to provide consistent messages
- the PS will have a media room to which the SIF has access
- spokespersons for sustainability wiIl be identified - streams to suggest names

-stream advisors /leaders will be available for media outreach on their issue
-a statement at the conclusion of the S1F will be developed & presented to the press

Penple's Summit Fina1 PlenarVt

- approximately 20 people from the SIF will be selected by the SIF to attend the PS
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SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES FORUM
November 20, 1997.

Agriculture, AquacultureIFisheries, Cities, Forests, Mining

WÇ)KHÇREORTS:

The following reporting format for each of the 5 workshops is intended to:

" provide a basis of consistency across the >5 sustainability workshops

+ allow for easier analysis of and among the 5 workshop reports

" Assist with identification and integration of policy options and themes

+ link the workshop themes to the officiai APEC process
" identîfy implementation strategies, critical and emerging issues and

alternatives and follow-up actions between the "97 Canadian and "98
Malaysian APEC meetings.

Although additional information and categories to the format are welcome,

workshop recorders are asked to follow the outine below. This will resuit in an

easier task for the 5 workshop recorders, the reader group for each of the workshop

reports and the SIF coordinator in the compilation of the ovralSIF final report.

INTRODUCTION:

1. Background to the workshop issue ie. miming
Narrower topics within the workshop issues

-BODY 0F THE REPORT:

2. Discussions and summnaries of the workshop

3. Link the workshop to the officiai APEC process

OUTCOMES 0F THE WORKSHOP:

4. Emerging alternatives

5. Policy options! recommendations (include consensus and dissent, and
analysîs) A summary.

6. What are the messages for APEC leaders

7. Follow-up to the workshop
Critical issues for collaboration
Strategies of working together
Actions of working together in preparation for the Malaysia APEC meetings

PARTICIPANTS:

List the name and sector (youth, academic, development NGO, indigenous,
environmental NGO, labour, etc.) in aiphabetical order.



Sustainability Issues Forum:

Advisory Committee

Marion Villanueva, PDAP
Bill Westhead, Mountain Equipment Coop
Karen Smith, CoDevelopment & BCCIC
David Love, USC
Peter Gillespie, Inter Pares
Debby Cote, CUSO
Gauri Sreeivasan, CCIC

Workshop Organizers (stream leaders)

Agriculture:
Marion Villanueva, PDAP
Annette Desmarais, OGAP-QXFAMV Global Agriculture
Nettie Weîbe, National Farmer's Union
Jean Christie,RAFI
Jess Augustan, CCODP

AquaculturelFisheries:-
Peter Gillespie, Inter Pares
Debby Cote, CUSO
Mae Burrows, T.Buck Suzuki Foundation
Angela Rickman, Sierra Club

Sustainable Cities:
Art Wright, SDRI, University of BC

Coordinatr
Dawn McLean

Logistics
Tarah Wilson, BCCIC
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